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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Tibeto-Burman (TB) language family is a branch of Sino-Tibetan spoken in
South and Southeast Asia in an area illustrated in Figure 1, stretching in the northwest
from the Himalayan regions of northern India, Tibet, Nepal, and Bhutan to Burma,
Thailand, and Vietnam in the South, and to the southern China provinces of Yunnan and
Sichuan in the east. The number ofTB languages is estimated at 389 by the Ethnologue
(Gordon, 2005).
The typological profile of the TB family is quite diverse, including languages with
highly complex morphological structure especially in the verb in the western Himalayan
languages, as well as prototypical isolating languages in the southeastern Lolo-Burmese
branch. Tibeto-Burman is typically verb-final, although there are languages spoken in the
south (i.e., Karen languages) that feature SVO order.
This thesis represents a comparative study of a nominalizing velar prefix in the
Tibeto-Burman language family. Starting from a reconstructed Proto-Tibeto-Burman
(PTB) 'adjectival prefix' *gV- suggested by TB wide-scale comparativists such as
Wolfenden (1925), Shafer (1966), Benedict (1972) and Matisoff (2003 inter alia), further
data suggest that the derivation of adjectival modifiers is only one function that can be
more generally ascribed to a *gV- nominalizer in PTB. This chapter introduces the
literature on velar prefixes reconstructed for PTB in §1.1, as well as defines aim and
scope of this thesis outlining the approach in §1.2.
Figure 1 - Geographic distribution of western, central, and eastern TB languages1
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1 Maps are reproduced with permission from "Languages of China" and "The Eurasiatic Language Phylum" maps by Dr. Steve Huffman, retrieved from
http://www.gmi.orglwlms/users/huffman/ on June 19th 2009, selection frames added.
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31.1. Literature on Velar Prefixes in Tibeto-Burman
Reconstructions of velar prefixes for PTB can be found in the early comparative
TB literature by Wolfenden (1929), to be put forth later on by Shafer (1966) and Benedict
(1972), and finally Matisoff (2003 inter alia). Summarized by Matisoff (2003, pp. 134-8),
there are various velar prefixes that can be reconstructed back to PTB, both nominal and
verbal prefixes.
First looking at the prefixes that do not seem to have a connection to the proposed
*gV- nominalizer, we can summarize the following reconstructed prefixes: Besides
individual nouns and verbs reconstructed for PTB with a velar prefix, morphological
nominal prefixes include a velar prefix in animal names more generally as well as a
prefix in Lolo-Burmese animal names, and velar prefixes for the reconstructions of
numbers 'two' *g-nis and 'three' *g-sum. Regarding morphological verbal prefixes, there
are the g- prefix in Classical Tibetan verbal morphology (present and future forms, see
Appendix A), and a directive marker, or 'highly transitive' marker (Wolfenden, 1929, pp.
40-3). It also seems that a recurrent velar prefix in Tibeto-Burman, assumedly unrelated
to the proposed nominalizer, is an interrogative marker, which, however, is not
mentioned by Matisoff (2003, pp. 134-8).
The relevant prefix for this study is an 'adjectival prefix', i.e. a velar prefix that
occurs on stative verbs or adjectives according to Wolfenden (1929), which is also
discussed in different subgroups by Shafer (1966), and by Benedict (1972, p. 113), who
documents it in not only Sal languages (Central Tibeto-Burman) but also in rGyalrong
(Northeastern Tibeto-Burman), also calling it the 'verbal-noun prefix'.
Wolfenden (1929, p. 73) traces this 'adjectival prefix' back to a third person
pronominal velar prefix, which also can be reconstructed for PTB. Benedict (1972, p.
113) agrees with Wolfenden, and furthermore suggests a relationship with prefixes
occurring with Jinghpaw kinship terms and Kuki-Chin body part terms. Those and
especially the latter relationships are not very transparent, and will remain a matter for
future research.
4Matisoff (2003, pp. 134-8) contributes further data on the 'adjectival prefix' in
various languages of the family. These data are critically evaluated: Based on isolated
pieces of data, there are cases where the velar prefix might as well be interpreted as, for
example, a verbal prefix. In those cases, future research will have to provide conclusive
evidence that the prefix in question is in fact the 'adjectival prefix'.
Note also that LaPolla (2003a) mentions "intransitivizing (and nominalizing)
prefixes in PTB", among which there are "possibly *b- and/or *g-, e.g. T'rung ... fa 'to
throw (down)' : gfa'to fall (down)'" (p. 24).
1.2. Aim and Scope
This study is based on the reconstructed 'adjectival prefix' *gV- noted by
Wolfenden (1929), Shafer (1966-73), Benedict (1972), and Matisoff(2003) as discussed
above (§ 1.1). The connection between the marking of adjectives and nominalization
becomes clear as 'adjectives' tend not to be a separate lexical category in TB, but a
subset of verbs, which need to be nominalized in order to function as nominal modifiers.
Thus, adjective derivation (rather than 'marking') is a common function of nominalizers
in TB languages, one of a cluster of functions typically associated with nominalization in
this family.
The approach taken in this thesis to document velar prefix nominalizers is
summarized in Chapter II. After describing the classification model that this study
follows and the data sources, the criteria for deciding about potential *gV- reflexes are
explained, discussing the requirements regarding form and function of the candidate
morphemes. Lastly, Chapter II also introduces two constructions featuring an additional
affix that *gV- reflexes recur in, a-gV- and gV- ... -pa.
Chapters III to VI present the data. Starting with the most diversified (and actually
genetically probably not unified) Central Tibeto-Burman branch in Chapter III, data from
the Western branch are discussed in Chapter IV, followed by data from the Northeastern
branch in Chapter V, and Chapter VI presents some data from the Southeastern branch
5that cannot be transparently linked to the *gV- nominalizer but remain a matter for future
research in a branch that otherwise lost most of its old PTB morphology having become
mostly isolating.
Chapter VII summarizes and discusses the evidence presented in Chapters III to
VI. Two brief case studies are included that offer directions for future research, as
postverbal velar nominalizers as well as palatal onset reflexes might be possible to
connect to our *gV- nominalizer.
The conclusion to this thesis is drawn in Chapter VIII.
6CHAPTER II
APPROACH
This chapter lays out the approach taken in this study to document the distribution
of velar prefixes associated with functions of nominalization. In §2.1, the model of
Tibeto-Burman classification followed in this study is introduced, which is a slightly
modified version of Bradley's (2002) family tree; §2.2 informs about sources of the data
presented in this study. The determination and limitation of the range of variation in form
and function of putative *gV- reflexes is explained in §2.3 and §2.4. Lastly, §2.5
introduces two constructions that the velar prefixes recur in: a-gV- and gV- ... -pa.
2.1. On Tibeto-Burman Classification
The problem of how to classify Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages is reflected in an
on-going controversial dialogue between TB comparativists. The increasing amount of
contributions to the field including grammatical sketches as well as detailed grammars
has been feeding into new classification models, but especially the 'Central group' of
languages spoken mostly in Northeast India and Northern Burma remains difficult and
controversial for subgrouping purposes.
The earliest classification model is provided in the framework of the Linguistic
Survey ofIndia by Grierson and Konow (1903-28). Based on their work, Shafer (1966-
73) and Benedict (1972, 1976) developed their own models. Shafer (1974) proposes four
main branches: Bodie, Baric, Burmic and Karenic; Benedict first conceives of eight
genetic groups and one 'other' group, and later on reduces those to three main branches
(see Bradley, 2002, p. 74).
The classification of TB used in this thesis is based on a model proposed by
Bradley (2002), with modifications regarding languages ofNortheast India and his
Central Tibeto-Burman group, for which Burling (2003) and Scott DeLancey (personal
communication, May 2009) are consulted.
Bradley's family tree divides Tibeto-Burman into five main groups, two or three
of which form a subgroup, as we can see in Figure 2: a Western group, a Sal group
including most languages ofNortheast India, a Central group, which might or might not
go in the subgroup consisting otherwise of a Northeastern and a Southeastern group.
Figure 2 - Bradley (2002) Tibeto-Burman Classification Model
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This thesis follows Bradley's model regarding the Western, Northeastern, and
Southeastern groups. Concerning the Sal and Central groups, which include languages
with the most robust but also most diverse evidence for the reconstruction of a PTB *gV-
nominalizer, those two are combined in a unified Central Tibeto-Burman branch. This
8branch should be conceived of as a residual category for 13 subgroups whose genetic
relationships remain a matter for future research.
The 13 subgroups include 12 of the 14 subgroups ofNortheast India Burling
(2003) recognizes (excluding the two geographically Northeast Indian Tshangla-Takpa
and the Sherdukpen-Bugun/Khoa-Sulung-Lishpa groups, which appear to genetically
belong to the Western Tibeto-Burman Bodish branch) as well as RawanglNungish from
Bradley's (2002) Central group. Thus, the 13 Central TB subgroups referred to in this
thesis are: Karbi, Tenyidie (Angami Naga), Tangkhul, Mizo-Kuki-Chin, Sal, Serna Naga,
Miju, Meithei, Ao Naga, Hrusish, Tani, Idu-Digaru, and RawanglNungish.
The Western Tibeto-Burman group comprises two main branches, Mahakiranti
(also called Himalayan) on the one side, and on the other side a branch splitting into four
subbranches: West HimalayishiKanauri, Gurung/Tamang, Tshangla, and Bodish.
The Northeastern or Qiang Tibeto-Burman group is divided into core Qiangic and
other Qiang group languages, such as Naxi, Bai, and Tujia, by Bradley (2002).
Finally, the Southeastern Tibeto-Burman group branches off into Lolo-Burmese
and Karen. Lolo-Burmese consists of Burmish and Loloish languages, as well as the
single language branches Gong and Mru.
2.2. Data Sources
Data presented in this thesis almost exclusively stem from published articles,
books, and dissertations/theses. The only non-published data are field notes graciously
provided by Scott DeLancey (personal communication, May 2009) on Bodo (§3.5) and
by Amos Teo (personal communication, February 2009) on Sumi/Sema Naga (§3.6).
Examples are reproduced from the original sources, and are not modified unless
stated, with two exceptions: First, in order to restrict the number of and minimize the
potential confusion caused by similar gloss abbreviations, different abbreviations for the
same marker were unified. Second, glosses of the prefix in question, the language-
specific descendant of Proto-Tibeto-Burman *gV-, were substituted by '*gV-' in bold
print to facilitate reading the examples and recognizing the protagonist.
9In some cases, glosses are added if they were not provided by the author, up to an
extent of detail permitted by reading about the context that the example comes from. If
glosses are added, it is indicated along with the source.
Information regarding language names and alternate names is taken from the
Ethnologue (Gordon, 2005) unless otherwise indicated.
2.3. *gV- Form Variation
In the search for *gV- reflexes in Tibeto-Burman languages, only prefixes with
velar initials are considered, that is the voiced, voiceless, and aspirated stops /g,k,kh/,
with the exception of the epiglottal stop [~] in the prefix spelled as k- in Daai Chin (Mizo-
Kuki-Chin, see §3.4). This epiglottal stop is included since the very closely related Mro
language has IkI for overlapping functions, which is taken as evidence that the proto
language of Daai Chin and Mro had /k/, which got debuccalized to the epiglottal stop in
Daai Chin.
Palatal initials are not included in favor of a more conservative approach, even
though velar palatalization before front vowels is a typologically very common sound
change and might have occurred in a few languages. In particular, the Central and
Southern languages Lisu and Akha of Southeastern TB discussed in §6.1.1 have
nominalizing prefixes with palatal onsets that future research might be able to link to our
velar prefix. Another case of a prefix with a palatal initial associated with similar
functions is the wV- prefix in the QiangiclNortheastern TB language Qiang (§7.3).
As we will see, most common for the vowel in the prefix are a copy vowel (which
completely assimilates to the first vowel following it, i.e., the first vowel in the root) or a
schwa, which is expected considering typical ways of phonological reduction in highly
frequent grammatical morphemes. However, data are not automatically excluded if the
respective prefix contains a full, independent vowel.
Finally, a condition for considering a certain form a reflex of *gV- is that it
precedes the verb root, and that it phonologically attaches to it rather than being a
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phonologically more independent particle, in other words, that it is a prefix. There is one
case of a preverbal particle 2ko in the Pei-shan variety ofNosu (§6.l.2), which seems
rather problematic to count as a *gV- reflex (although not only for the reason that we are
dealing with a preverbal particle instead of a prefix, but also because of the functions
associated with it).
There also are cases of velar elements that are not considered *gV- reflexes
because they occur postverbally, which are discussed in §7.2: The velar suffixes -kahn
Rabha (B-K, Sal) and -gip-a in Garo (B-K, Sal) as well as the postverbal particle kewin
SemaNaga.
2.4. Functions of *gV-
Looking for data that reflect evidence of our velar prefix a decision had to be
made as to which functions should be considered within or close enough to the cluster of
functions that can be argued to have developed from an original general function of
nominalization.
There are essentially two arguments. The first argument is a typological one:
Functions that have recurrently been associated with nominalizations in the literature are
considered to be within the typical cluster of functions attested for TB languages. TB
scholars have been devoting recently increasing research efforts to report and discuss this
typical cluster of functions of nominalization, among them Matisoff (1972), DeLancey
(1989, 1994, 2005, in press), Noonan (1997,2008), Bickel (1999), Lahaussois (2003),
Watters (2008), LaPolla (2008), Doornenbal (2008), Genetti et aI. (2008).
Specifically, functions that recur with our *gV- nominalizer, which have been
recognized as being tightly linked with nominalization, are 1. verb citation marking (e.g.,
Matisoff, 1972; Noonan, 1997),2. adjectival modification (e.g., Noonan, 1997; LaPolla,
2008),3. relative clause marking (e.g., DeLancey, 1989,2005; Noonan, 1997; Genetti et
aI., 2008),4. complement clause marking (e.g., Noonan, 1997,2008; Genetti et aI.,
11
2008),5. adverbial clause marking (e.g., Noonan, 1997,2008; LaPolla, 2008), and 6.
marking of main clause constructions (e.g., Noonan, 1997,2008; DeLancey, in press).
Thus, the typological argument justifies relating the above six functions to our
original *gV- nominalizer. In fact, if we imagine the original functional range covered by
this *gV- marker in Proto-Tibeto-Burman, it is highly likely that not only simple
derivational nominalization yielding syntactically independent nouns was originally
associated with it, such as action/event and participation nominalization, but that already
at the stage ofPTB, it occurred as a nominal modifier as well (which actually might have
given rise to participant nominalization in the first place through a nominal modification
construction involving a semantically empty head noun).
Besides the above six functions and the two derivational functions of action/event
and participant nominalization, the occurrence of a potential *gV- prefix is found in two
other syntactic contexts: on numerals and on indefinite quantifiers such as 'many',
'some', etc. The argument connecting those occurrences of the prefix with the recurrently
documented set of functions makes the link between those occurrences and specifically
the function of deriving adjectival modifiers: If the nominalizer at some point used to
productively derive (or still derives) deverbal adjectives, then the use ofthe prefix can be
reinterpreted as a general marker of nominal modifiers and get extended to other nominal
modifiers, such as numerals and indefinite quantifiers.
There is also one instance, in the Mizo-Kuki-Chin language Lamkang (§3.4),
where it looks like the *gV- descendant prefix might function to derive adverbs from
verbs aside several other functions. Data on this will be presented, since this function
could be related to deverbal adjective derivation, as in both cases, the derived form acts
as a modifier, in one case modifYing a noun, in the other a verb.
Besides those eleven functions that are recurrently associated with reflexes of the
*gV- nominalizer, there is a number of functions that are considered not related to those
eleven functions that are marked by velar prefixes in languages examined in this study.
These functions include: exhortative marking, causative marking, reflexive and reciprocal
marking, verbalization, negative imperative marking, benefactive marking, passive
marking, tense/aspect marking, and the functioning as a copula.
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A list of all these functions, along with examples from all languages where they
are found, is provided in Appendix A. For one or the other of those functions, future
research might suggest historical syntactic pathways that allow to link them to the
nominalization cluster of functions. However, there are functions, for which this seems
highly implausible such as reflexive and reciprocal marking or the negative imperative
marking. Therefore, we can assume that we are dealing with several velar prefixes that, in
some languages, became homophonous, for example in Mro, where we get ka-son 'a
guard' from son 'to watch' (So-Hartmann, 2008, p. 2) since ka- functions as the agent
nominalizer, but also ka-ho 'speak with each other' from ho 'speak' (Hartmann, 2001a, p.
137) since a different ka- prefix functions as the reciprocal marker in the language.
Other functions not considered in this study involve functions associated with
other velar prefixes that have been reconstructed for Proto-Tibeto-Burman (see §1.1)
such as directive marking, velar prefixes for numbers 'two' and 'three'. Another domain
where velar prefixes are found across Tibeto-Burman is interrogatives, which is also
excluded in this study as being unrelated to nominalizatiol1. 2
2.5. Constructions involving *gV-
There are two constructions that are recurrently found in Tibeto-Burman that
involve .the *gV- prefix. One is a double prefixation strategy with the additional prefix
being a-. This a- is the first prefix in the sequence yielding what I will refer to as the a-
gV- construction. It stems from the PTB *a- prefix (cf. Matisoff, 2003, pp. 87 ff.), whose
reflexes are nominalizers across Tibeto-Burman languages (Matisoff, 2003, p. 106).
The other construction will be referred to as the gV- ... -pa construction, where a
new circumfix is created with the -pa suffix, which just like the a- prefix also appears to
2 It is peculiar that the widely attested TB -pa nominalizer seemingly also marks interrogatives in at least
the Central TB language (group) Ao Naga and the Eastern Kiranti language Limbu (LaPolla, 2008, p. 52,
footnote 8).
13
have deep roots in Tibeto-Burman and is found as a nominalizer in various languages of
different branches (see LaPolla, 2008, p. 52, footnote 8).
As will be shown in the following chapters, these two constructions are found in
languages of different branches, and are likely to be reconstructible to Proto-Tibeto-
Burman.
14
CHAPTER III
CENTRAL TIBETO-BURMAN
The Central Tibeto-Burman (TB) group as referred to in this thesis is a residual
category with some internal grouping but missing links between those groups. It
comprises 14 subgroups of languages spoken mostly in Northeast India (NEI) as
classified by Burling (2003) as well as the remaining languages of Bradley's (2002)
Central TB group, which form the Rawang/Nungish group of languages spoken in
northern Burma and on the other side of the border in China.
Burling's (2003) classification ofNEr languages gives us the following 14
subgroups: Karbi, Tenyidie (Angami Naga), Tangkhul, Mizo-Kuki-Chin, Sal, Serna
Naga, Miju, Meithei, Ao Naga, Tshangla-Takpa, Sherdukpen-Bugun/Khoa-Sulung-
Lishpa, Hrusish, Tani, and Idu-Digaru. According to Burling, "the subgroups are not
meant to be coordinate branches of a languages family, but simply the largest groups that
can now be reasonably proposed" (Burling, 2003, p. 174).
Regarding Bradley's (2002) classification model, the Central TB group used here
lumps together Bradley's Sal and Central groups. His Sal group is subsumed under the
more detailed grouping ofNEI languages by Burling (2003). His Central group, about
which he states that "[it] may actually be a residual category, as the internal differences
are very large" (p. 76), also includes a Mirish or Adi-Mising-Nishi and a Mishmi group
along with the Rawang/Nungish group. The former two are here subsumed under the
Tani and Idu-Digaru plus Miju groups of Burling's classification.
Thus, we deal with 15 subgroups, Burling's 14 plus Rawang/l'Jungish from
Bradley's Central group. According to Bradley (2002), another two languages that may
as well be put in the Central TB branch are Lepcha and Miji (Dhammai), the latter
seemingly belonging to a group with Hruso (Aka) and Bangru (Levai) (Burling, 2003, p.
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180). Neither the grammatical sketch of Lepcha by Plaisir (2003), nor the one of Miji by
Simon (1979) provide evidence ofthe velar prefix in these languages.
Of these 15 subgroups, we find evidence of our prefix in seven, each of which
will be discussed in a separate section in this chapter. There also are some interesting data
from the Rawang/Nungish subgroup to be presented in a separate section, and we should
also mention at this point a statement by Chelliah (2003) on Meithei (a separate
subgroup in Burling's classification) commenting on what could potentially be remnants
of our prefix in the form of indefinite quantifiers.
Most quantifiers in Meithei are lexicalized forms consisting of the unproductive
prefix khV- [emphasis added] (where the vowel can be ;}, i or u).These are kh:Jro
[emphasis added] 'some' which indicates and indeterminate amount; khiMg
[emphasis added] 'ever so little', 'a particle' (composed of khit'a little' and t;$1)
'exclusive') of some tangible material; and kh:J;~ [emphasis added] which
indicates a short amount of time. (p. 432)
The outline of this chapter is as follows: The documentation of *gV- is divided
into §§ 3.1 to 3.8 dealing with evidence from seven of the subgroups respectively.
Sections §§ 3.1 to 3.4 are devoted to Karbi, Tenyidie, Tangkhul and Mizo-Kuki-Chin
(most importantly the Northern Kuki-Chin language Larnkang), where the prefix covers
the widest ranges of functions. §§ 3.5 to 3.7 present data from the Sal languages, Serna
Naga and Miju, where we also clearly find the prefix, but in more restricted sets of
functions. §3.8 offers data on Dulong and Anong (Nung) of the Rawang/Nungish
subgroup, which look interesting without qualifying to be treated as evidence of our velar
prefix. Finally, the results are summarized in two tables in §3.9.
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3.1. Karbi
In Karbi, the descendant of *gV- is what I will refer to as kV-. The vowel is either
lei or la!, the exact conditioning for the alternation remaining unclear in GruBner (1978).
The prefix synchronically still functions as a nominalizer in the original sense of deriving
nouns from verb roots, but also covers other functions, typically associated with
nominalization in TB. Also, during initial fieldwork on Karbi from January-March 2009
mostly devoted to simple elicitation, I noted a tendency for using the prefix for verb
citation, even though just saying the bare roots was possible, too.
Looking at strictly derivational functions first, we see d6k' (to) suffer' being
nominalized by ke- yielding kedT1k 'poverty' in (1).
(I) la-bang-so a-ke-d6Jc1
DEM-CLF:G-DIM ATTR-*gV-suffer
'this poverty' [Griillner, 1978, p. 96]
Clear evidence that this has to be a noun comes from the fact that there is a
demonstrative preceding it. Furthermore, we see an a- prefix, which is glossed as the
attributive. This is a marker that generally indicates a relationship between the noun and
some other modifier to this noun in Karbi. This a- prefix is very frequent, occurring on
the head noun in adjective constructions as well as on the head noun of relative clauses as
we will see later on.
(2) is another instance of event nominalization, here the S argument of a nominal
predicate clause, where the copula is missing.
3 Glosses of the Karbi examples (all from GrtiJ3ner, 1978) are mostly my own, since GrtiJ3ner himself did
not consistently gloss the examples but only translated and referred to single words or morphemes.
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(2) ka-cho +bey-ke4 pap
NMLz-lie-EMPH sin
'lying is a sin' [GrUBner, 1978, p. 96]
The data in (3) and (4) are examples of agent nominalization. This construction
includes the indefinite pronominal classifier bang, here with the attributive a-, to signal
the resulting NP as an agent noun. The verb may be nominalized by kV- as in (3), but
does not have to be, as in (4).
(3) 10 ke-than a-bang
book *gV-teach ATTR-CLF:G
'somebody who teaches I teacher' [GriiBner, 1978, p. 78]
(4) cho-nghii a-bang
MID-steal ATTR-CLF:G
'somebody who steals I thief [GrUBner, 1978, p. 78]
GrUBner (1978) describes Karbi as having two different adjective constructions
(ACs): definite and indefinite ACs.
Table 1 - Definite and Indefinite ACs in Karbi (GriiBner, 1978, pp. 12314)
Formal Difference Functional Difference
Definite Both 8- 'ATTR' and kV- 'NMLZ' Adjectival verb is the
AC obli2atory on adjectival verb head
Indefinite No 8- 'ATTR' and only optional Modified noun is the
AC kV- 'NMLZ' on adjectival verb head
Functionally, the difference is that in definite ACs, the emphasis is on the
adjective, which is interpreted as the "center of the construction" (GrUBner, 1978, p.123)
4 I use 1+1 as opposed to 1_' between what used to be a morpheme boundary, but has become more of a
lexicalized unit (specifically, cho- is an otherwise productive middle marker, but bey cannot stand by
itself).
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- the adjective is marked and interpreted as the head (semantically and syntactically). In
indefinite ACs, on the other hand, the emphasis is rather on the noun. Table 1
summarizes these observations.
(5) and (6) are examples of definite ACs. The adjectival verb is obligatorily
prefixed by the attributive marker a- and by the nominalizer kV-. Since the a- prefix
otherwise goes on head nouns or possessed elements, thus indicating that it is being
modified, it morphologically marks the adjectival element as the head of the construction.
According to GruBner, er 'be.red' and bi'be.small' are emphasized5 in (5) and (6). Also
note that the nouns mayor may not be marked attributive6 .
(5) cham a-ke-er
color ATTR-*gV-be.red
'red color' (GruBner, 1978, p. 124)
(6) a-plang a-ke-bi-ney en-sf
ATTR-bread ATTR-*gV-be.small-sPLT take-EMPH
'She took the smallest bread.' (GrUBner, 1978, p. 123)
(7) and (8) are instances of the indefinite AC. The adjectival verb may be
nominalized as in (7), but does not have to be as in (8) - in any case, it cannot be marked
attributive by a-. And, again, note that the nouns mayor may not be marked attributive,
just as in the definite AC.
(7) pe ke-lok
cloth *gV-be.white
'white cloth' [GruBner, 1978, p. 124]
5 Unfortunately, (contextualized) data to detennine whether 'emphasized' here means (or could mean)
something like 'contrastive focus' are not available.
6 GriiBner does not note a functional difference here - the use of the attributive, thus, might be a subtle
pragmatic distinction.
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(8) ingniJr-ke a-so ding+len do
elephant-Top ATTR-tooth be.long exist
'The elephant has long teeth.' [GriiBner, 1978, p. 124]
What should also be noted here is that both ACs have a fixed order, where the
noun precedes the adjectival verb. The same order in adjectival attribution is found in a
lot of languages in this study.
Interestingly, as we will see below, Dimasa appears to have the same construction
pair for adjectival modifiers based, however, on the simple *gV- nominalization for the
indefinite versus gV- ... -pa for the definite adjective construction.
The structurally same a-gV- construction that marks the definite AC is also
associated with the derivation of abstract nouns in Karbi (according to GrtiBner, 1978) as
the data in (9) shows.
(9) a-ka-nghon
ATTR-*gV-love
'love (noun)'
a-ke-lt5t
ATTR-*gV-make.mistake
'mistake' [GrtiBner, 1978, p. 52]
The following examples show that Karbi k V- also gets used to mark verbs in
subordinate clauses. The first examples in (10) and (11) represent relative clauses.
(10) the ke-cho a-monft
fruit *gV-eat ATTR-man
'the man who is eating the fruit' [GrtiBner, 1978,p.96]
(11) kam ke-kJem-rap thek-the a-tilm
work *gV-do-together know-NEG ATTR-people
'those who cannot work together' [GrtiBner, 1978, p. 96]
We again see the attributive marker on the head noun, and notice that relative
clauses precede the head noun, whereas adjectival modifiers follow it as shown above.
An interesting observation about (11) is that the nominalizer prefixes onto the first verb,
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the light verb kJim 'do', and not the second verb in this complex predicate. Typically in
verb-final languages such as TB, it is the last verb in a complex predicate which receives
marking for tense/aspect/mood (TAM) or other relevant information such as subordinate
marking. A possible explanation could be that kJim 'do' is nominalized because it figures
inside a complement clause, and so we do not get a second nominalizer within the same
predicate.
In (12), an example of k V- marking the verb of a complement clause is provided,
and in (13), we recognize the nominalizer on the verb of an adverbial clause.
(12)
(13)
arwe ke-jang-jf
rain *gV-fall-FuT
'it started raining'
1m ke-cho-.JI
rice *gV-eat-FuT
'in order to eat rice'
pa +ngcheng-/6
start-PAST
[GruEner, 1978, p. 125]
a-phiin
ATTR-GOAL
[GruEner, 1978, p. 80]
Note that the complement and adverbial clause examples show that in these
constructions, the nominalized verb may take tense/aspect markers, here the future
marker -jf in both cases.
Examples (14) and (15) provide data on k V- in main clauses. According to
GruBner (1978), this main clause construction marks the progressive aspect.
(14) ne ka-chi +ni-16
I :SG *gV-cry-PAsT
'I was crying' [GruEner, 1978, p. 95]
(15) komit-sf nang-Ii
where-DIR 2:SG-HON
'where do you want to go?'
ke-dam-.JI
*gV-go-INTENT
[GruEner, 1978, p. 95]
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3.2. Tenyidie (Angami Naga)
Tenyidie, also known as Angami Naga, is classified within an Angami-Pochuri
group by Shafer (1974), in which we find a number oflanguages with the 'adjectival
prefix' as Table 2 shows. The last language in this table, Zumomi, belongs, as far as I
know, to the Serna Naga group, which will be discussed later on in §3.6.
Table 2 - Derivation of Adjectival Modifiers in Angami-Pochuri Languages
(Shafer, 1974, p. 268)
Language name
Tenyidie
Rengma
Imemai
Kezama
Zumomi
Alternate name(s)7
Angami Naga
Mao Naga
KhezhaNaga
Dayang, Sumi Naga
Fonn of prefix
ke-
ke-
ka-
ke-
ki-
Like Karbi, Tenyidie makes use of the nominalizer in a wide variety of functions.
Its fonn varies according to the scholars who have worked on the language: Herring
(1991) writes kiJ-, in a grammar by Kuolie (2006), we find it as ke-, and KevichUsa &
Subbarao (1998, 1999) represent it as ke_. 8 Example (16) below shows an example of an
agent nominalization, which here includes an 0 argument.
(16) nhasf ke-ze-u vf1ie
fruit *gV-sell-DEF:M PN
'Vilie, the fruit seller' [Kuolie, 2006, p.168; glosses modified]
7 Alternate names are taken from the Ethnologue (Gordon, 2005).
8 I will use the representation of the prefix according to the source that the respective examples are taken
from.
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Note that agent nominalizations require a suffix indicating definiteness and gender
in a portmanteau fashion. In (16), there is -ii, which is the masculine definite article.
Instead of -ii, we could also have -mie, 9 which would be gender-neutral.
Even though in my primary source on Tenyidie, a grammar by Kuolie, I found an
example ke-meho 'the act of visiting' (Kuolie, 2006, p. 62), which looks like an instance
of an action/event nominalization, the ke- here functions as a reciprocal marker according
to Mimi Kevichusa Ezung (personal communication, January 16, 2009).
However, there are a lot of nouns in Tenyidie that have a ke- first syllable and
look like they could have been derived by means of our prefix, as examples in (17) show.
Some of these are no doubt formed from synchronically related verb stems, e.g. kepri
'word' from pri 'speak' (Kuolie, 2006, p. 130).
(17) kepri 'word' (163) kelO 'yam' (78)
kehii 'meeting' (169) k8tho 'truth' (78)
kero 'rope' (174) k8thuo 'bracelet' (78)
kehOkf 'church' (155) kedi 'kingship' (78)
k8ciJ 'valley' (44) ketsie 'stone' (43) [Kuolie, 2006]
In (18), two examples are provided that have the same morphemic material with
the exception of the example on the right involving our prefix.
(18) J§SJdil h§O vI h§O JeSJdil ke-vI
book DEM be.good DEM10 book *gV-be.good
'this book is good' 'this is a good book'
[Kuolie, 2006, p. 116, glosses modified]
9 -mit} is related to the-mit} 'man' and probably comes from PTB *mi
10 According to Mimi Kevichiisa Ezung (personal communication, January 16,2009), it would be more
natural for the demonstrative here to follow the NP instead of preceding it.
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Structurally, the clause on the left side 'this book is good' consists of the NP
18S:fdiJ h§u 'this book' and a verb vI'be good'. The clause on the right, however, consists
ofthe demonstrative h§u 'this' and the NP 18S:fdiJ ke-vI 'a good book', and is
interpreted as a nominal predicate construction. This sentence pair shows that adjectival
or stative verbs get nominalized when functioning as nominal attributes, but remain
without ke- if they form the predicate of a clause.
Our prefix also marks verbs in subordinate clauses. An example of a relative
clause is presented in (19).
(19) [kf-nu kJ-ba} tepm u ...
house-Loc *gV-vM dog the
'The dog that is in the house ... ' [Herring, 1991, p. 58]
The adjectival modifier construction in (18) contrasts with the relative clause
construction in (19). Structurally, the only difference is the relative ordering of head noun
and modifier. While in the adjective construction in (18), the head noun precedes the
modifier, it follows it in (19), the relative clause construction. Functionally, the difference
is that the adjective construction is used if the modifier is considered to describe a quality
inherent to the head noun and/or rather time-stable. On the other hand, the relative
construction is used if the modifier is considered to add information that is only
temporarily the case (Herring, 1991, p. 58). In our examples (18) and (19), it is (18)
which involves the more time-stable quality' good' and, thus, occurs in the adjective
construction, whereas in (19), 'being in the house' as a momentary attribute requires the
relative clause construction.
Note also that the prefix in (19) attaches to a copular element that has
grammaticalized from and is still homophonous with a lexical verb 'to sit' (cf. Giridhar,
1991, p. 8), but seemingly also occurs either as an auxiliary or a light verb with m;Jre
'hope' in (20), which is an example of a complement clause.
(20) [PUQ tiQ kj-tiQ}
3so go *gV-vM
'I hope [that she will go].'
if m;1re bci
Iso hope VM
[Herring, 1991, p. 58]
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What is interesting to note here is that in complex predicates, where lexical verbs
are followed by grammaticalized auxiliary-type verbs, what gets nominalized is the
second, grammaticalized verb. Finally, (21) and (22) provide us with examples of
adverbial clauses, whose verbs are marked with our prefix.
(21) [kuo khrj kj-tiQ} lei if asiezjpfj kjtse sj te
fish buy *gV-vM RE Iso younger.sister send VM VM
'I sent my sister [to buy fish].' [Herring, 1991, p. 59]
(22) puo k€whfrJ k€-vo kf phikiJ khnJ
3so PN *gV-go PP shoe buy
'S/he bought shoes when he visited Kohima.'
[Kuolie, 2006, p. 112, glosses modified]
We see that in both sentences, the adverbial clause is followed by some element.
Herring refers to lei in (21) as the reason complementizer. In (22), we know that kfis a
postposition, which is a clear indicator the preceding clause functions as an NP.
Since we also want to keep track of indefinite quantifiers that carry the prefix, we
should note that this is the case for Tenyidie k€-tsci 'few'and k€-krif'many' (Kuolie,
2006, p. 113).
There is some evidence for a homophonous but distinct prefix in the language as
exemplified by the forms in (23) (see Appendix A).
(23) k€tso 'ask' (164) k€tse 'send' (167)
k€no 'choke' (12) keto 'drink' (12)
k€tA 'shorten' (18) k€cho 'dress' (12)
k§ci 'pester' (19) k€khe 'spill' (42)
k€thuo 'fry' (42) k€thii 'hit' (42) [Kuolie, 2006]
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3.3. Tangkhul
Tangkhul is the third language group that together with Karbi, Tenyidie, and the
Northern Kuki-Chin language Lamkang has given our prefix a priority role in the core of
its grammar.
According to Burling (2003, p. 187), Tangkhul and Maring (Naga) form the
Tangkhul group. Tangkhul itself includes different dialects, some which do not appear to
be mutually intelligible. For Maring (Naga), Shafer (1966-73, p. 30) reports a velar prefix
k'V- even though in another table, the adjectival prefix is not listed for Maring (p. 268).
In the Ukru1 variant of Tangkhul, there are two allomorphs, k:1- and kh:1-. The
non-aspirated form occurs with a stem-initial obstruent and the aspirated form elsewhere
(Arokianathan, 1987, p. 36).We can see this alternation in (24), which offers two
examples of action/event nominalization in Tangkhul by means of our prefix; these forms
also serve as the citation forms of the verbs. 11
(24) k:1-khop
kh:1-l):1s:1m
'to sew / sewing'
'to run / running' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 38]
(25) shows that in the case of light verb constructions, the action nominalization
consists of a noun stem followed by the k:1- nominalized light verb sa 'to do'.
(25) cakway-k:1-sa
dance-*gV-do
'dancing'
la-k:1-sa
song-*gV-do
'singing' [Arokianathan, 1987, pp. 148/9]
II More examples of the allomorphic variation are:
(a) k:J-p:Jm ,to sit' kh:J-m:J1J
k:J-t:Jm ,to read' kh:J-l:Jy
k:J-cuy ,to be tall' kh:J-rti
k:J-sa ,to do' kh:J-y:J1J
ka-hak ,to be big' kha-wa
'to drink'
'to be'
'to come'
'to see'
'to walk' [Arokianathan 1987, p. 64)
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There is another nominalization construction involving kh:J- together with a -t
suffix, which derives abstract nouns, functionally possibly similar to the a-gV-
construction in Karbi (see (9) above). Two examples are offered in (26).
(26) kh:J-m:Jnu-t
*gV-Iaugh-ABsT
'laughter'
kh:J-IpYO-t
*gV-Iook-ABST
'look' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 148]
Data in (27) show that our prefix is involved in the derivation of agent nouns.
Like Tenyidie, suffixes mark gender, and in the masculine forms given here, we
recognize the TB cognate *-pa suffix, as this is our g V- ... -pa construction.
(27) k:J-khop
k:J-khop-p:J
k:J-khop-wu
'to sew / sewing'
'sewer (mas.)'
'sewer (fern.)'
kh:J-1]:Js:Jm 'to run / running'
kh:J-1]:Js:Jm-m:J 'runner (mas.)'
kh:J-1]:Js:Jm-wu 'runner (fern.)'
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 38]
As we move on to (28), we see examples of deverbal modifiers.
(28) kh:J-jilew IU1]kuy 'rolling stonetl2
k:J-pf ad 'sleeping tablets'
k:J-pi1]-1]:J mi 'brave man'
k:J-cuy-y:J thinro1] 'tall tree' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 134]
In the first two examples, the structure of k:J-pfand kh:J..j'ilew is NMLZ-v .root,
whereas in the second two examples, there is another suffix, whose underlying form is -:J.
This suffix is called the 'relative participial marker' by Arokianathan, and is - not
12 According to Arokianathan's explanation of the allomorphy in the prefix, we would expect the non-
aspirated version here since the following segment is an obstruent, so I assume this is just a typo.
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surprisingly then - the same suffix that appears on relative clause verbs as we will see
below.
Deverbal modifiers do not only precede their head nouns but may also follow
them as in naw kh;;J-matha 'beautiful child' (Arokianathan, 1987, p. 145). Thus
concerning adjectival modification, we have two variables, the presence/absence of the
RCM suffix and relative ordering, and thus four potential constructions, one of which
(head noun preceding modifier and modifier with RCM suffix) could not be attested. What
the exact semanto-pragmatic functions of the different constructions are is a matter for
future research.
An example of a relative clause is presented in (29), where the verb takes the
above mentioned structure ofNMLZ-V.root-RCM.
(29) i k;;J-(;;Jm-m;;J };;Jyrik ci hili };;Jy
I *gV-read-RcM book DEM here cOP
'(the) book which I read is here' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 136; glosses modified]
As far as adverbial clauses (AdvCs) in Tangkhul are concerned, some semantic
types require a nominalized verb in the adverbial clause, and some do not. It seems,
however, that in the majority of adverbial clause types, we recognize our velar prefix on
the AdvC verb.
In temporal AdvCs, the verb is nominalized by k;;J- ~ kh;;J-. The example in (30)
shows a simultaneous punctual relationship, translated into English with the conjunction
'when'. (Note that for the following examples of AdvCs - (30-34) - only word-level
glosses are provided. In AdvC predicates, the velar prefixes are separated by hyphens.)
(30) n;;J l);;Js;;Jm-kh;;J-}ew(;;J i p;;Jmr;;J
you when.rise I would.have.almost.sat
'when you rise up (from the seat), I would have almost sat'
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 112]
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The AdvC predicate in (30) consists of the verb stem plus kh:1lewt:1, which is the
nominalized verb root lew 'be immediate' with what Arokianathan calls the 'verbal
participial marker' -t:1. So this is a very transparent construction that has not undergone
any grammaticalization processes. Likewise, the temporal relation of English 'as long as'
goes with this construction:
(31) n:1 hili l:1yl:1-kh:1-eyn:1t:1l)t:1
you here be.as.long.as
'I am happy as long as you are here'
i ril)phay
I be.happy
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 112]
In the posterior ('after') and simultaneous durative ('while') relationships, the
subordinate markers are suffixes, as we can see in (32) and (33). They are not verbs,
since we get the nominalizer at the beginning of the word directly nominalizing the AdvC
verb root.
(32) ph:1sa k:1-h:1ywuythiJj athum l):1rewtiy
food after. taking they played
'they played after taking food' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 115]
(33) n:1 l:1yrik k:1-pacith:1ranJi a pih:1yr:1
you book while.reading he had.slept
'he had slept while you are reading (the) book' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 117]
In (34), we have an example of a causal AdvC. As in (32) and (33), the
subordinate marker appears as a grammaticalized suffix and the nominalizer is prefixed
to the verb root occurring at the beginning of the word.
(34) in:1 tal)khul tuy k:1-t:1mwuywal) ukrul ktih:1yr:1
I Tangkhul language because.study Ukrul have.gone
'because I study Tangkhul, (1) have gone to Ukrul' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 123]
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AdvC types with non-nominalized predicates (or at least not nominalized with the
velar prefix) include the semantics of concession ('although') and condition ('if)
(Arokianathan, 1987, pp. 120,123).
After having discussed relative clauses and adverbial clauses, it would be in place
to address complement clauses (CCs). The only information I could gather is that in
Pettigrew (1918/1979, pp. 64/5), (unglossed) sentences like '(He) says you are to come',
and 'I know that a thief has been here' do not contain a word with the prefix. So it appears
that at least the semantic types of cognition and utterance CCs do not feature a k;J- ~ kh;J-
nominalized predicate.
Moving on from subordinate to main clause marking, we have two constructions
to discuss. First, in (35), the polite imperative.
(35) k;J-sa-lu
*gV-do-IMP
'do (please)!' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 64; glosses added]
The more direct or non-polite form is just sa-lu 'do!' (Arokianathan, 1987, p. 95),
so the suffix is the same, and only the nominalizer adds the politeness. In fact, there are
imperatives of different degrees of politeness with the nominalized forms being the most
polite ones. There is a straightforward functional motivation for this construction: As
nominalized forms generally lack specification for person, the addressee - the person
who is supposed to do something - is not mentioned. Trying to imitate the politeness
effect of de-personalizing an imperative, we could make a comparison in English
between 'do it!' and 'may it be done!'
The other main verb construction that is built on nominalization is a construction
translating into English 'not only...but also'. (Again, note that for the following examples
(36-38) - only word-level glosses are provided. Easily recognizable morpheme
boundaries are indicated by hyphens.)
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(36) an{} asa k{}-P{}l)-mal) m{}nil)/{} akho k:J-cuy-/{} cuy
he shape be.fat not.only.but.also height be.tall be.tall
'he is not only fat, but also tall' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 107; glosses added]
As we can see in (36), this construction consists of a nominalized verb in the first
clause and in the second clause, the first clause being followed by the conjunction. The
nominalized verb in the first clause has a suffix -mal). The predicate in the second clause
features a peculiar reduplication construction, where the verb occurs first with
nominalizer and -/{} suffix and then again in a bare stem form. Actually, it does not seem
to be the bare stem form, but an inflected, non-nominalized form as the comparison with
(37) below shows.
(37) n{} kh.:J-m{}!uy-mal) m{}mi]/{} k:J-z{}!-/{} z{}!-r{}
you speak not.only.but.also walk will.walk
'you will not only speak, but also walk'
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 107; glosses added]
This is confirmed by (38), where we get a different inflection for present
progressive on the reduplicated verb.
(38) in{} k:J-k{}pf-mag m{}ci/{} ka-pa/{} 13 pa-!{}/{}y
I write not.only.but.also read reading
'I am not only writing but also reading'
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 107; glosses added]
(39) shows that a different reduplication construction occurs with the nominalizer
to form headless relative clauses (a cross-linguistically more common function).
13 The fa! instead of the schwa in ka-pa/:J appears to be a typo. In (60), we have the nominalized fonn
k:J-pa-cith:Jranli with the schwa for 'while reading'.
(39) i k:J-they-they ci
I *gV-see-RDPL DEM
'I will take whatever I see.'
khuy-r:J
take-FUT
[Arokianathan, 1987, p. 137; glosses added]
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Finally, we also find our prefix consistently on ordinal numbers in Tangkhul as
we see in (40).
(40) kh:J-ra 'first' k:J-thuruk 'sixth'
k:J-kh:Jn-e 'second' k:J-Jine 'seventh'
k:J-thum-m:J 'third' k:J-cij:Jt 'eighth'
k:J-m:Jti 'fourth' k:J-ciko 'ninth'
k:J-ph:J1ja 'fifth k:J-th:Jra 'tenth' [Arokianathan, 1987, p. 59]
There also are three indefinite quantifiers, provided in (41), that look like they
could contain the prefix
(41) khu k:Jto1jk:J
village whole
'whole village'
t:Jru k:Jcu1jk:J
water more
'more water'
JU1jkuyk:Jyk:J
stone some
'some stones'
[Arokianathan, 1987, pp. 134/5]
3.4. Mizo-Kuki-Chin
In the Mizo-Kuki-Chin group, Lamkang, Kom Rem/Kolhreng, and Tiddim Chin
from Northern Kuki-Chin (NK-C), as well as Daai Chin and Mro from Southern Kuki-
Chin l4 (SK-C) have retained the prefix for different functions. In all languages, the prefix
has a /ki onset l5 with either a copy vowel or a schwa. 16
14 Shafer (1966-73, 30, 206) notes a ka- prefix as the adjectival prefix for Khumi (Khimi, Khami), another
SK-C language.
15 In Daai Chin, the cognate prefix is spelled as k- in the writing system, but is actually pronounced as [1l].
Hartmann (200Ib, p. 129) says that the writing system is a "practical orthography". Thus, that this spelling
looks like it preserves the putative older form of the prefix might just be coincidence.
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A related velar prefix was not found in the Central Kuki-Chin languages Mizo
(see Chhangte, 1993) or Lai Chin (see Peterson, 2003; Lehman, 1996; and contributions
to the Linguistics ofthe Tibeto-Burman Area issues 20.2 and 21.1 devoted to Lai Chin).
In the NK-C languages Thadou and Siyin Chin, there are also velar prefixes whose
functional range, however, is considered unrelated to the functional cluster associated
with nominalization (see Appendix A).
In Lamkang, we recognize our prefix in nominalized forms given in (42) and (43),
where additional suffixes may occur as well.
(42) kudu1J1Ji kucuyyi kud6p
kV-dulJ-i kV-cuy-Ni kV-d6p
*gV-hard-cvB.sT *gV-shield-AGT/INST *gV-soft
'being hard' 'spearing' 'being soft'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, pp. 30/1]
(43) kisen k]1J<1w
kV-sen kV-lJ<lw
*gV-red *gV-strange
'being red' 'being abnormal'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, pp. 30/1]
The roots in (42) and (43) are translated as adjectives or verbs, but they actually
are not adjective roots as the authors indirectly confirm elsewhere, "adjectives are a small
closed class in Lamkang - we have only one clear example of an adjective: 'rich' [...]" and
furthermore, "instead, noun modification is carried out through internally and externally
headed relative clauses [...]" (Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 70). So the reason why
the forms in (42) and (43) are translated as deverbal nouns is because adjectival modifiers
are analyzed as essentially being relative clauses. However, we will see that the ordering
16 In Lamkang, the vowel of the prefix may be deleted if the verb stem has an initial approximant:
ka-lii - klii 'which is far' [Thounaojam & Chelliah 2007: 36]
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of head noun and modifier might systematically differentiate between adjectival
modification and relative clauses.
There also is an example in (44) below, where the prefix occurs on yilJ 'pretend'
deriving 'pretense', which I interpret to mean that we also get action/event
nominalization marked by our prefix.
(44) kiyil)
kV-yilJ
*gV-pretend
'pretense' (Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, pp. 30/1]
It would also be interesting to know, whether the roots in (42) and (43) occur
without the prefix, meaning that the prefix has a derivational function, or not, then
meaning that the prefix just marks but not derives the nominal forms; we can examine
(45) below.
(45) (a) r~ywa k~thri
r~y-wa kV-thnl
flower-DEM *gV-good
the flower which is best
'the flower is beautiful'
(b) J~jkh~m
l~ikh~m kV-thni+ kV-malJ
PN *gV-good+gV-not
Leikham is not good
'Leikham is bad'
[Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, pp. 72/3]
Example (a) shows that the putative verb root threi is not inflected as a verb but
instead occurs with the prefix in a nominal predicate construction. l7 Furthermore, in
example (b), where 'bad' is formed by negating threi'good', we notice that another
negative auxiliary is needed. This is a peculiar construction not otherwise used in
Lamkang, where verb stems are usually negated by suffixing -m~ (Thounaojam &
Chelliah, 2007, p. 46). So (44) does not provide any evidence that thriis a verb root and
17 This construction works with or without an overt copula.
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can be used as such without the prefix. Another example that seems to provide further
evidence on this issue is (45), where we do see thniwithout the prefix.
(46) [ ..} thrilik:1m:1 [ ..}
thni-lin +kV-mal)
good-big+gV-not
'wicked' [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 99]
However, the fact that we do not get the prefix in front of thrihere might rather
be explained with respect to the influence of prosody on morphology in TB, meaning that
for prosodic reasons, there appears to be a bias to forming disyllabic compounds in these
languages (Scott DeLancey, pc). If we still had the prefix on thri in (46), it would end up
being a trisyllabic stem, *k:1thriH.
So we actually cannot answer our second question, as we will have to leave it for
future research whether adjectival verb roots can occur by themselves without the kV-
prefix in Lamkang or not. This ties into the question of how productive the prefix is
synchronically, and whether, for example, adjectival borrowings would receive the velar
prefix.
Data in (47) show that Lamkang k V- also gets used with agent nouns.
(47) Jj}a-k:1-yaw k:1-thl1-ca
drama-*gV-present *gV-request-eat
'actor' 'beggar'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 38]
Analogous to the examples in (47), all forms of agent nominalizations provided
by Thounaojam and Chelliah consist of either an incorporated 0 argument or a verbal
complement in addition to the nominalized verb. This might be the only construction
types in which we get participant nominalizations with *gV- in Lamkang. We find the
same pattern in Daai Chin as we take a look at (48).
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(48) kshum-k-shu tui:-k-Ia
paddy-*gV-pound water-*gV-fetch
'paddy-pounder' 'water-fetcher'
(Daai Chin; SK-C) [So-Hartmann, 2008, p. 3]
In Daai Chin, the same structure may also be used to derive patient nouns with an
incorporated A argument as the example in (49) shows.
(49) md k'-uui
fire *gV-burn
'the one burned with fire'
(Daai Chin; SK-C) [Hartmann, 2001b, p. 131]
In (50), we have data from Mro, another SK-C language closely related to Daai
Chin. In Mro, agent nouns are simply derived by prefixing ka-, which is one of seemingly
two descendants of *gV-, the other one being k_. 18
(50) bau 'to lie'
son 'to watch'
ka-bau
ka-son
'lier' [sic]
'a guard'
tkhoen 'to look' ka-tkhoen 'overseer'
(Mro; SK-C) [So-Hartmann, 2008, p. 2]
Deriving adjectival modifiers by means of *gV- is found in both NK-C and SK-C
in parallel ways. Looking at SK-C first, we find adjectival modifiers following their head
nouns in Daai Chin in (51) as well as in Mro in (52).
(51) do 'be.good' kkhyaang k-do 'good man'
diim 'be.big' nga k-diim 'big fish'
(Daai Chin; SK-C) [Hartmann, 2001 b, p. 130]
18 There seem to be two velar prefixes with cognate functions in Mro, k- and ka-, with the phonetic values
of[kO] and [ka]-[kA], respectively (Hartmann 2001b: 136/7).
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(52) shi 'be.bad' khimi k-shi
hoi 'be.good' tui k'-hoi
hoe 'be.big' mui k'-hoe
(Mro; SK-C) [Hartmann, 2001 b, p. 130]
'bad man'
'good water'
'big fish'
Note that in Mro, the prefix here is k- and not ka- as in (31). According to So-
Hartmann (2008, p. 5) 19, younger generations of speakers tend to leave out the prefix so
that the bare stem can function as a verb and an adjectival modifier. Some verbs,
however, consistently retain the prefix in order to function as a modifier, like hoi
'be.good' above. Without the prefix, hoiis unambiguously verbal. An example ofhoi
without the prefix functioning as the predicate of a clause is (53) below.
(53) ing
house
tne fa hoi vi de
DEM SUBJ be.good EMPH eL.FIN
'this house is indeed good' [So-Hartmann, 2008, p. 4]
*gV":.
In Lamkang, we find the same construction of deverbal modification based on
(54) si-mJ ka-thfi khat
woman good one
'a good woman'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 152, glosses added]
For Kom Rem/Ko1hreng, Matisoff(2003) provides evidence ofthe *gV- prefix
associated with adjectival verbs, which is reproduced here as (55).
(55) k:m:J 'be sick' k:Jkhui 'wrinkled'
k:Jsip 'full' k:Jc:Jp 'weep'
k:Jkhop 'satiated'
(Kom Rem/Kolhreng; NK-C) [Matisoff, 2003, p.29]
19 Hartmann and So-Hartmann is the same author.
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Note that for k;;Jn;;J 'be sick' and for k;;Jc;;Jp 'weep', we can reconstruct the roots back
to PTB *na-n/t 'ill, suffer hurt, evil spirit' (Matisoff, 2003, p. 603) and PTB *krap 'weep'
(Matisoff, 2003, p. 596), which tells us that the first syllable is added in Kom Rem!
Kolhreng.
In (56), we see an example of Lamkang kV- deriving an adverb. This function is
not specifically addressed by Thounaojam and Chelliah, and it would be interesting to see
how productive the prefix is in this construction.
(56) ;;JbUlJlJj
~bu1J-Ni
Abung-AGT
thopa
thopa
Thopa
kudulJrenj
kV-dulJ-ren-i
*gV-hard-ExCESS-CYB.ST
;;J-bun-n;;J
~-bun-~
3.AGR-beat-GNM
'Abung beats Thopa hard.'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 53]
We also find *gV- marking verbs of subordinate clauses in Mizo-Kuki-Chin. One
example is (57) from Lamkang below, where the head noun mj'man' is preceded by a
relative clause whose verb is a nominalized copula.
(57) ma-miing 181jJiik awii-thii
m~-malJ laypak ~-wa-th~
3-3 country DIsT-dem-LOC
ka-am mj{..}
kV-~m mi
*gV-be man
'[...] (a) man who lives in this country'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 95]
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As noted above, adjectival modifiers make use of basically the same construction
as relative clauses in Lamkang. Note that the ordering here is [modifier] - [head noun],
whereas in the adjectival example (54) above, the ordering was [head noun] - [modifier].
Based on the comparative data gathered, we may hypothesize that this is a general
distinction between RC and adjectival modifiers in Lamkang, but we need more data to
prove it.
In (58), we find an example that looks like it has our prefix marking a relative
clause, but this is not confirmed, and Henderson actually calls the ki- prefix the passive
marker (see Appendix A). So more data on this are needed to ensure this ki- is our prefix
and marks the relative clause here.
(58) Jopa a ki-kho +khia sa
grass 3 *gV?-weed.out:IND already
'the grass which had already been weeded out'
(Tiddim Chin) [Henderson, 1965, p. 97]
te
NMLZ
Lamkang is the only language where we can find *gV- clearly marking verbs of
relative clauses, and in this language, our prefix also marks adverbial clauses, an example
of which is provided in (59).
(59) th~mthi k~rhe1ca
thGmti kV-r-hel-cG
PN *gV-R-retum-MID
~w~thUlJlJi
G-wa+ thulJ-lJi
DIST-DEM+at-AGN
n~y
nGY
1
kf.fpdok
ki-ip-dok
I-sleep-COMPL.EVNT
'Thamthi came back and then I slept.'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 91]
Even though the translation makes two conjoined main clauses out of the
Lamkang sentence, we see that our prefix occurs on the first verb k~rheJcawhich by itself
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could translate into 'returning' (as Thounaojam and Chelliah suggest who provide word
glosses in their examples) or 'having returned' imitating the nominalized form by using
the English deverbal noun.
As mentioned in the introduction, Lamkang is one of the four languages, in which
our prefix has evolved to acquire a core role in the grammar as we find it in a variety of
constructions. Example (60) below presents evidence that we even get a main clause
construction with k v-. Its predicate consists of the nominalized stative copula ;Jm 'be' in
order to arrive at the semantics of existential/locative clauses of the type 'there is X' and
'X is at Y'.
(60) han-thil-dem-pang macha-pa ka-werr lail-tha ka-am
han + thulJ-them-p:m mg-eli-pei kV-wer law-thg kV-gm
up+at-divide-back 3-small-male *gV-old field-Loc *gV-be
'At that time the man's elder son was in the field.'
(Lamkang; NK-C) [Thounaojam & Chelliah, 2007, p. 73]
Finally, since we want to keep track of the construction types that our prefix
occurs in, mention should be made of the a-gV- construction with adjectival verbs in the
SK-C languages Mro and Daai Chin. As our *gV- prefix derives adjectival modifiers in
these languages, the a- prefix adds another level of nominalization deriving nouns from
derived adjectives. Thus, k'- derives the adjective k'-hoi'good' from the verb hoi 'be
good', and a- derives the noun a-k'-hoi 'something good' from the deverbal adjective k'-
hohn example (61), and likewise we get adjectival nouns in Daai Chin in (62).
(61) a-k'-hoi sha ha mnui ja
NMLZ-*gV-be.good do NF show POL.IMP
'do something good and show (your good intention)'
(Mro; SK-C) [So-Hartmann, 2008, p. 5]
(62) theem 'be.wise' a-k-theem 'wise man'
vaai 'shine' a-k-vaai 'the/a light'
(Daai Chin; SK-C) [Hartmann, 2001 b, p. 131]
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3.5. Sal
Burling (2003) divides the Sal branch into three subbranches: Bodo-Koch (B-K),
Konyak, and Jinghpaw (JP). Data from three of the four B-K subgroups (Bodo, Garo,
Deuri, excluding Koch) and from Jinghpaw show that the reconstruction of our prefix for
this branch is robust.
In the Konyak subbranch of Sal, data on three languages were examined without
finding evidence of our prefix. For the Konyak language Chang Naga, no evidence of our
prefix could be found (see Imlong, 1956; Hutton, 1929/1987). For Nocte, Das Gupta
(1971) was examined; there only appears to be a velar prefix that marks exhortatives (see
Appendix A). I could not find our prefix in the Tangsa description by Das Gupta (1980)
either. The only morpheme of potential interest is a velar prefix that marks causatives
(see Appendix A). Likewise, a description of Moklum (Naga, Tase) by Ngemu (1977)
does not provide evidence for the prefix.
However, Matisoff (2003, p. 137) lists Tangsa Moshang as one of the languages
that have the velar adjective prefix. Unfortunately, he only gives two examples
reproduced here in (63):
(63) kathot
katen
'go out'
'rise' (Tangsa Moshang) [Matisoff, 2003, p. 137]
These examples do not seem fully convincing though since the semantics of the
verbs ('go out' and 'rise') rather suggest to connect the velar initial here with directional
velar prefixes to be found in various languages throughout TB.
Moving on to the Bodo-Koch and Jinghpaw groups, we find plenty of evidence of
our prefix. Let's first look at the different Bodo-Koch languages. Generally for B-K,
Burling and Joseph (2006, p. 114) reconstruct the 'adjective prefix' *Gw-, for which
evidence will be presented here from Bodo, Dimasa, Garo, and Deuri. As we will see,
none of these languages utilizes the prefix entirely productively, but all have some
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fossilized formes) of it. In (64), we see that adjectives in Bodo,2o which are clearly
nominals according to their distribution (DeLancey, personal communication, May
2009), feature the prefix, which in some cases contains a copy vowel and in other cases
JillJ .21
(64) ga-ham 'good' gw-zwu 'tall'
gi-zi 'old' gw-Jau 'long'
gU-SUlJ 'short' gw-kha 'bitter'
(Bodo; B-K) [DeLancey fieldnotes, May 2009]
A number of these adjectives are clearly derived from verb roots that can
otherwise function predicatively as in (65).
(65) be gotha-a gw-swm/swm-bai
this boy-sUB] dark/darken-PERF
'this boy is dark/got dark (in complexion)'
(Bodo; B-K) [DeLancey fieldnotes, May 2009]
However, there are also instances where the corresponding verb roots and
adjective forms have different although related semantics. This is the case with gwtha1]
'green' and thalJ, which means 'to survive replanting' as we see in example (66).
(66) biphalJ-a thalJ-bai
plant-sUB] green-PERF
'the plant has survived'(Bodo; B-K) [DeLancey fieldnotes, May 2009]
20 The Bodo data presented here are field notes graciously provided by Scott DeLancey, who is currently
conducting research on Bodo in order to produce a grammar.
21 However, DeLancey (personal communication, May 2009) also reports forms where the prefix has its
own vowel such asgu-war'wide' andga-zri'bad'.
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In Dimasa, closely related to Bodo, the prefix derives participant nouns from
intransitive verbs in (67). Similar to Bodo, the prefix in Dimasa appears to sometimes
contain a schwa as in (67) and sometimes a copy vowel as in (68).
(67) g;J-ti-ni kusi g;J-tag-ni kusi
*gV-die-GEN duty *gV-be.alive-GEN duty
'the duty for the dead' 'the duty for the living'
(Dimasa; B-K) [Jacquesson, 2008, p. 35]
The data we have here in (68) represent the two adjective constructions of
Dimasa, which have been analysed by Jacquesson analogously to GriiBner's
interpretation of the two adjective constructions in Karbi (see §3.1).
(68) ri gi-sim ri gi-sim-ba
cloth *gV-black cloth *gV-black-VNc
'black cloth' 'a black cloth'
(Dimasa; B-K) [Jacquesson, 2008, p. 36]
The NP on the left, 'black cloth', is an example of the 'indefinite construction',
which is used, "if there is a closer relationship between modifier and modified"
(Jacquesson, 2008, p. 36). The NP on the right exemplifies the 'definite construction'. In
Jacquesson's terms, the difference between minimal pairs like the two above can be made
more explicit by translating the definite construction as, "[oo.] something more like [oo.] 'a
cloth which is black' than 'a black cloth'" (Jacquesson, 2008, p. 36). It seems to me that
Jacquesson implies a non-restrictive reading here: 'a cloth, which happens to be black'
('definite construction') as opposed to 'one item of the black cloth category' ('indefinite
construction'). The 'definite construction' could then also be understood as having
originated from an appositive structure 'a cloth, a black one' (see DeLancey, 1994); note
also that we recognize the gV- ... -pa construction here.
Another interesting fact about Dimasa is that the language has developed two
constructions for the predicative use of adjectival verbs. Example (69) shows that
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adjectival verbs may carry the gV- prefix even if they function as the predicate.22
Jacquesson (2008, p.35) calls this the 'nominal construction' (a more literal translation of
(69) would be 'this bird is a black one') of the adjectival predicate, which contrasts with
the 'verbal construction' without the prefix.
(69) ebo dao gi-sim
this bird *gV-black
'this bird is black' [Jacquesson, 2008, p. 35]
An example of the 'verbal construction' is provided in (70), and its nominal
counterpart in (71). Both (70) and (71) may translate into English as 'This flower is not
red'. However, (70) with the 'verbal construction' implies degrees of 'red-ness' and can
mean that the color of the flower is not as intense as expected. On the other hand, (71)
with the 'nominal construction' can only be uttered if the flower actually is blue or yellow
and not red at all. So while the 'verbal construction' allows speakers to characterize a
quality in gradual terms of 'more or less (something)', the 'nominal construction' makes it
an absolute 'all or nothing': 'either (something) or not (something)'.
(70) ebo kim de zaoja
this flower TOP be.red-NEG
'this flower is not (so) red' [Jacquesson, 2008, p. 35]
(71) ebo kim de g:J-zao ni-ja
this flower TOP *gV-be.red AUX-NEG
'this flower is not red (but some other colour)' [Jacquesson, 2008, p. 35]
22lt seems like (69) is ambiguous and could also be interpreted as 'this black bird' since the word order
doesn't seem to be any different if the derived adjective functions as a modifier:
(b) bo kim g~-zao-ke
this flower *gV-red-Acc
'do you see this red flower ?'
nu-du?
see-APT
[Jacquesson, 2008, 36]
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Morphosyntactically, the difference is as follows: In (70), the verbal negation
suffix -ja attaches directly to zao 'be red', whereas in (71), an auxiliary verb (or copular
element) ni is needed; -ja cannot go on g:Jzao because g:Jzao is not a verb stem anymore,
but a nominal stem instead.
Moving on to another Bodo language of the B-K branch, we can look at more
examples of adjectives with our prefix in Kokborok in (72). Even though Kokborok is
closely related to Bodo and Dimasa, where we saw the voiced onset, the prefix here
features the voiceless velar stop. 23
'dead' (Kokborok; B-K) [Pai, 1976, p. 79]
(72) ki-si
ka-bk
km-thmy
'wet'
'tall'
ku-thu
ka-taf
'deep'
'big'
According to Pai, "the derived adjectives are derived from verbs by prefixing the
pronominal prefix kV-to the verbs [...]" (Pai, 1976, p. 79), so we can assume that sias a
verb root still exists in the language and means 'be wet', as well as thu 'be deep', etc. 24
In the B-K language Garo, there is a list of seven adjectival verbs that prefix a
fossilized descendant of *gV- involving the allomorphs gi-~gip-~git- provided in (73).
23 More examples ofKokborok adjectives are provided by Matisoff (2003), as reproduced in (c).
(c) k:Jphu 'white' k:Jb:Jr 'crazy'
k:Jkha 'bitter' k:Jl:J? 'drown'
k:Js:Jl) 'black' k:Jcal 'far'
k:J(a 'new' k:Jrmu 'yellow'
k:Jb:Jl) 'be blown away' k:Jba 'vomit'
k:Jcag 'cold' [Matisoff, 2003, p. 137]
24 Looking through the grammar, I found evidence for at least (:Jr 'be big' functioning as a verb root in the
verb form (:Jr-khay-le 'be.big-if-EMPH'.
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(73) (a) gip-bok 'be white'
gi-sim 'be black'
gil-lang 'be living, fresh'
gil-cham 'be old'
(b) gil-chak 'be red'
gil-dal 'be new'
gil-ling 'be raw, unripe'
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 273]
We note that the set of verbs in (73) shares the semantics of what may be called
'property-concept terms', i.e. the semantics usually associated with adjectives in
languages that have them. And in fact, on a morphosyntactic level, what sets these forms
in (73) apart from the rest of the verb stems in Mandi is the idiosyncratic property that
they can be used as adjectival modifiers without further nominalization (as required with
all other verb stems).
An example of gip-bok'be white' in predicative use is (74).
(74) ba'-ra gip-bok-jok-ma? 'did the cloth get white?'
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 273]
And examples of adjectival usage are provided in (75).
(75) nok gi-sim
man-de gil-dal
bi-le gil-ling
'black house'
'new man (often implying 'new son-in-law')'
'unripe fruit' (Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 273]
The ability of the verb stems in (73) to function as adjectival modifiers without
further modification contrasts with the otherwise required nominalization with the suffix
-a (reconstructed as *-a for Proto-Bodo-Garo and back to the PTB nominalizer >I< -pa by
Wood, 2008, pp. 81/2), shown with daJ-'be big' in (76).
(76) ang-a ma'-su daJ--a-ko
I-NOM cow be.big-NMLz-ACC
'I see the big cow'
nik-a
see-NEUT
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 135]
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We can summarize that we are finding evidence of our velar prefix in Garo. There,
is no better or more plausible explanation of the existence of this synchronically irregular
subset of verbs than to relate the first syllable of the stems to the velar prefix in Bodo
(and other TB languages) deriving adjectival modifiers from verbs there. Proto-Bodo-
Garo had the prefix as a more productive element to derive adjectival modifiers from
verb stems.
The reason for saying that the prefix is partially fossilized is that we can actually
split the verbs in (73) into two subgroups labeled (a) and (b) above. The (b) set contains
the verbs with the fossilized prefix, i.e. the verbs where the first syllable has to be
considered an inseparable part ofthe root, whereas the verbs in (a) can occur without the
first syllable. For the verbs in (a), the presence or absence of /gi-/ - /gip-/ - /git-/makes a
difference in morphosyntactic behaviour: The monosyllabic stem behaves in the exact
same way as other Mandi intransitive verbs and needs a nominalizer like -a in (76) to
function as an adjectival modifier. The disyllabic stem has the morphosyntactic properties
described above, i.e. it can function as a regular verb stem as well as an adjective without
additional marking. This is exemplified in (77) where all forms translate into English as
'white' except for the last form, which is ungrammatical because it has neither the
synchronically productive -a nominalizer nor the gip- prefix - which evidences the
former derivational force of this prefix.
(77) gip-bok
gip-bok-a
bok-a
*bok
'white'
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 273]
Note here that the second form gip-bok-a actually appears to parallel the Dimasa
form gi-sim-ba in (68) above, as we recognize our gV- ... -pa construction. There is no
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difference reported between the monosyllabic and the disyllabic form if used as a verb
stem. Example (74) from above is repeated below together with its gJj7-less counterpart:
(78) ba'-ra gip-bok-jok-ma?
ba'-ra bok-jok-ma?
'did the cloth get white?'
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 273]
For Deuri, another B-K language, Jacquesson suggests that there might be traces
left of this prefix in a group of adjectives including the ones in (79).
(79) gka
gija
guju!J
giri
'old'
'thick, deep'
'pointed, pungent, sour'
'thin' (Deuri; B-K) [Jacquesson, 2005, p. 113]
Lastly, there is evidence of the prefix in Jinghpaw, spoken in Kachin State,
Northern Burma, which is not a B-K language but rather forms its own subbranch within
Sal.
As Matisoff(2003, p. 136) notes, the dictionary of Jinghpaw by Hanson
(190611954, pp. 178-88, 243-78) includes about 46 pages of verbs that have the prefix in
the forms g;J- ~ k;J- in free variation, both also used with the same root interchangeably.
According to the dictionary entry, Hanson (190611954, p. 178) relates the prefix to gin or
gum, "a preformative indicating fullness, sufficiency or comprehensiveness" (p. 161).
However, looking at the actual list of words, the hypothesis that g;J- ~ k;J- is just a
hypoarticulated version of gin/gum has to be refuted: The majority of verbs lack the
semantics of 'fullness, sufficiency or comprehensiveness', for example the following in
(80).
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(80) g;1mai 'to strike, hit, with the back of a sword'
g;1ran-k;1ran 'to divide'
g;1ru 'to shout'
k;1chyau 'to catch, as anything falling or flying'
k;1dawn 'to stumble; to stop abruptly, suddenly, as when scared'
(Jinghpaw; JP) [Hanson, 1917]
There also is a grammatical description of Jinghpaw by the same author, Hanson
(1917). Here, we find reference to the so-called 'adjective preformatives' g;1- and k;1-
among other ones in the language: Chy;1-, };1-, m;1-, and others (Hanson, 1917, p. 13).
However, looking through the dictionary, I only found the five forms in (81) clearly
labeled as adjectives with reference to the verb they are derived from. All of these forms
are listed with the initial voiceless stop in the dictionary.
(81) k;1-man
k;1-ba
k;1-ji
k;1-dlm
k;1-dik
'empty' (man 'to be empty')
'big, great' (ba 'to be first')
'small' (ji'to be small')
'visible' (dan 'to be in view')
'sticky, adhesive (dik'to be close') (Jinghpaw; JP) [Hanson, 1917]
So synchronically, we have (at least) five adjectives that have the prefix, where
we can assume that the prefix derives the adjectives from a verb root. Additionally, we
have a large number of forms with g;1- - k;1- in the dictionary that are verbs. This group
splits into two subgroups. In one subgroup, the majority of these verbs, the stem is
unanalyzable. Synchronically, the velar first syllable has to be considered part of the root
(see (80) above, where all forms belong to this subgroup).
In the other subgroup, which still has a considerable number of members, we can
separate the prefix from the root. The meaning of the root and the meaning of the prefix
derived stem are very similar, for example the verbs in (82).
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(82) k{}-ja 'to be well, good, proper' (ja 'to be hard')
k{}-wawn 'to be roomy' (wawn 'to be spacious')
k{}-jawm 'to surround' (jawm 'to act unitedly')
k{}-pat 'to close, shut off (pat 'to be obstructed')
(Jinghpaw; JP) [Hanson, 1917]
Note that in the group of unanalyzable verb stems in (80) as well as in the group
of the analyzable ones in (82), we have examples of intransitive/stative stems and
transitive stems. This suggests that the velar prefix at some point might have functioned
to derive nominal elements more generally, not only adjectival modifiers. But there does
not seem to be supporting evidence for this elsewhere in the language, and some
questions need to be answered first. For example, we need to understand why we have
the g{}- ~ k{}- alternation. Are we dealing with only one morpheme or maybe two? Note
that this allomorphic alternation only exists in purely verbal stems. All of the derived
adjectives in (81) only have k{}-.
Independent from that, however, there clearly is a velar prefix that is cognate with
the prefix seen in Bodo-Garo and that, likewise, used to be involved in the derivation of
adjectival modifiers. This appears to be k{}-. However, as in Garo, there are only traces
left of this prefix. In Garo, we saw that there are seven intransitive verb stems that have
the prefix and that can be used as adjectival modifiers as well as verb stems, and four out
of the seven can function as verb stems without the prefix. In Jinghpaw on the other hand,
we know of (at least) five adjectives derived from verb roots by k{}-. Unlike the seven
forms in Garo, they are only adjectives in Jinghpaw (and not verb stems as well) if they
have the velar prefix. In addition to these five adjectives, Jinghpaw has a number of verb
stems with g{}- ~ k{}-, some of which occur as stems without the prefix with closely
related semantics, some of which do not. The connection of this latter group of verb
stems to the cognate prefix is not clear, and will not be discussed further.
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3.6. Serna Naga
Shafer (1974) lists data on the adjectival prefix in Zeme languages, which are
reproduced here in Table 3.
Table 3 - Derivation of Adjectival Modifiers in Zeme Languages
(Shafer, 1966-73, p. 268)
Language name
Koireng
Khoirao
Empeo
Alternate name(sf'
Kwoireng, Liangmai
Naga Thangal
FOml of prefix
ka-
ka-
ka-
In the Serna Naga grammar by Sreedhar (1980), no reference is made to our
prefix, but we find adjectives that appear to feature our prefix as in the data in (83).
(83) kize 'big' klisuo 'tall' (tree)
kiwi 'good' azuJdwi 'beautiful'
kuyullu 'small' kicmi 'old'
[Sreedhar, 1980, pp. 74,144/5]
Also, indefinite quantifiers start out with a velar that suggests that the first syllable
is likely to be our prefix, the data of which are offered in (84).
(84) kjmsj 'all' kHJa 'some'
kjpha 'more' kutomo
[Sreedhar, 1980, pp. 88,97]
'many'
Some further data provided in (85) gives us evidence for the existence of the a-
gV- construction in Serna along with the simple *gV- prefixation, as we can compare a-
25 Alternate names are taken from the Ethnologue (Gordon, 2005).
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ki-ze-u 'big' from (85) with ki-ze 'big' from (82) above, and perhaps also the two forms
ki-wi' good' and a-zu-ki-wi 'beautiful' in (83).
(85) apu-ye akipici aci akizeu
boy-Foe be.lazy dog big
'the boy is lazy' 'big dog'
[Sreedhar, 1980, pp. 75,144, glosses added]
Furthermore, fieldwork data from Amos Teo (personal communication, February
15, 2009) suggest that there is a productive a-kV- prefix sequence that nominalizes
monosyllabic verb roots as in a-ki-fhi'death' from fhi 'to die'. Simple k V- prefixation
still occurs synchronically as, for example, in nominalizations of predicates with
incorporated 0 argument such as ame-ki-gha 'discussion of bride price' from ame 'bride
price' and gha 'talk' .26
3.7. Miju
Evidence of our velar prefix in Miju27 languages has already been documented by
Shafer (1966, pp. 179/80). Hongkai (1999b) provides data on Miju reproduced in (86),
where we find translations of 'good' and 'big' into Dza and Geman. Both languages have
identical forms for the two words which share the familiar-looking first syllable kUP_.28
26 I am grateful to Amos Teo (personal communication, February 15,2009) for providing me with these
data.
27 As far as I understand it, the term 'Miju' refers to a language with different dialects, some of which could
be not mutually intelligible. The term 'Miju' appears to be used synonymously with the term 'Miju Mishmi',
'Kaman', 'Kernan', and 'Geman Deng' (Das Gupta, 1977; Bradley, 2002, p. 93).
28 It should also be mentioned that the form of the existential copula is kard5or kE!5 in Geman and kE!5 or
kE!5mzll in Dza, so there might be more recent grarnmaticalization processes at work as well.
(86) kul l SUIt'S
kul1taf3
'good'
'big' [Hongkai, 1999b, p. 65]
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Hongkai (1999b, p.68) also notes the use of the cognate particles ka35 in Dza and
kuJ5 in Geman for agent and instrumental (non-vessel) markers;29 however, it is not clear
whether these particles precede or follow the verb stem.
More extensive data on Miju have been documented by Das Gupta (1977). First,
agent nouns are derived by k V- with the vowel consistently assimilating to the vowel of
the verb stem according to Das Gupta. Examples are offered in (87).
(87) sat 'murder' ka-sat 'murderer'
ngong'see' ko-ngong 'one who sees'
kat 'do' ka-kat 'worker'
ngit 'know' ki-ngit 'wise'
kucut 'cook' ku-kucut 'cook (n.)' [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 14]
Data in (88) show that a velar first syllable recurs on adjectival modifiers, but is
not entirely productive. Note that these examples feature the typical order ofN-Modifier.
(88) sa mophan 'bad boy'
gal kayum 'black coat'
laung kalang 'heavy stone'
ti lam 'warm water'
blong katai 'wide road'
sang kenang 'old tree'
bei taung 'old house'
bang kowal 'dry cloth'
sang kasal 'dry fuel'
kam kumng 'difficult work' [Das Gupta, 1977, pp. 17/8]
29 Hongkai (1 999b) does not specifY whether these are case markers or derivational morphemes. As further
data from Das Gupta (1977: 14) shows, there is a kV~ agentive nominalizer in Miju.
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These examples show that not all adjectival modifiers feature the prefix, such as
mophan 'bad', lam 'warm', and taung'old'. The ones with the prefix appear to have the
velar unaspirated stop with a vowel that assimilates completely with the vowel of the
verb stem. But there are exceptions, too, as in kayum 'black' and kowal'dry'. Das Gupta
does not parse the bisyllabic forms into a prefix and a stem, so further data are needed to
see whether the prefix might be synchronically productive.
In a few cases, the modifier precedes the noun in an adjective construction, an
example of which is (89).
(89) kiset sa 'good boy' [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 17]
Even though we do not know how productive (if at all) a potential derivational
process by means of k V- as in examples in (88) is, we do have evidence of kan-~ka-~ke-
deriving adjectival modifiers from verbs with active semantics. This appears to be a
synchronically productive process. Examples are offered in (90)-(93).
(90) ki wa kan-jae
I bird kan-sing
'I see a singing bird.'
kumo ngong+mang
one see
[Das Gupta, 1977, p. 21; glosses added]
(91) kan-ngi
kan-sleep
'sleeping child'
sa
child
[Das Gupta, 1977, p. 21; glosses added]
(92) kui ka-rak gonghiai tai
dog ka-bark near NEG.IMP go
'Don't go to a barking dog!' [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 21; glosses added]
(93) ke-krin sa
bei ke-thauk
'laughing boy'
'burnt house' [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 21]
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In (90)-(91), the prefix has the form kan-, in (92), it has the form ka- and in the
two examples of (93), it is ke-. The conditioning environments for the different
allomorphs are not stated by Das Gupta. Especially the environment for the kan-
allomorph would be important to know, since (117a) shows that it is not just nasal
assimilation as we might have guessed based on (117b). So the question is whether the
kan- form might reflect a historical sequence of two prefixes.
This construction in (90)-(93) is not exactly the typical 'adjectival prefix'
construction, since the verbal semantics are not at all adjectival, but active. Still, based on
the results from this study, we might assume that the 'active verb modifier construction' in
(90)-(93) and the above 'adjectival verb modifier construction' in (88) originate in the
same nominalization construction. However, we also saw that there might be a number of
basic, i.e. non-derived, adjectives, and we actually do not know whether there actually is
a synchronically productive process to derive adjectival modifiers from adjectival verbs.
Thus, more research needs to be conducted on the nature of adjectival modification in
Miju before any conclusive statements can be made.
Finally, the numbers from one to six also have velar initials in Miju suggesting
that those are remnants from our prefix.
(94) 1 kumo 6 katam
2 kinin 7 nin
3 ksam 8 grin
4 kambran 9 natmo
5 klin 10 kyap-mo [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 19]
3.8. RawanglNungish
Within RawanglNungish, there are some interesting data, where further research
may draw a connection to our velar prefix. First, Dulong (see LaPolla, 2001, 2003c),
nominalizes 'adjectives' by the prefix a1J- ~ a'k-. This prefix is optional if the adjectival
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modifier follows the head, or if another modifier, like a demonstrative, is present. An
example is (95).
(95) zJ.Je (~k)-sfjr
book a"k-be.new
'new book'
~k-sffr zJ.Je
a"k-be.new book
'id.' [LaPolla, 2003c, p. 676; glosses added]
This prefix also appears to be a nominalizer otherwise that occurs on 'many nouns'
according to LaPolla (2003c, p. 675), see the examples in (96).
(96) ~k-sa?
~1J-.J;}U
'breath'
'seed(s)' [LaPolla, 2003c, p. 675]
Unfortunately, it is not clear what phonological environments trigger the
allophonic variation. But if we can interpret the Ik/ to be the underlying form and the IIJI a
conditioned change, then we could classify this construction in Dulong as the a-gV-
construction that we have been finding in other languages before.
Second, in Anong (Nung), there is a number of nominalizing30 prefixes, three of
which have the form km31, khm31, gm31 (Hongkai, 1988, p. 38). However, these three
belong to a group of ten infrequently occurring prefixes that are listed by the author in
addition to nine frequently used prefix. So those velar prefixes do not have a special
status in this language, and it seems rather doubtful that we are in fact dealing with our
velar prefix here.
3.9. Summary
A summary of the forms and functions of the *gV- descendants in the different
languages as discussed for Central Tibeto-Burman is provided in Tables 4 and 5.
30 Hongkai (1988) calls these prefixes derivational, without specifying, however, what part of speech the
roots are that the prefixes attach to.
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Looking at Table 4, we can first focus on the columns to see which functions are
most prominently represented in the Central Tibeto-Burman subgroups. The one function
that the descendants of *gV- in all subgroups share is the derivation of adjectival
modifiers. The derivation of participant nouns is the second most common one, only
missing in Serna Naga, as well as not being robust in the Sal languages. Besides these
two functions, we find action/event nominalization as well as marking of the different
subordinate clause types in about half of the subgroups, with relative clause marking
being more robust among these functions.
Only Tangkhul employs the prefix to mark the citation form of verbs, and only in
Lamkang (Mizo-Kuki-Chin), the prefix might be used to derive adverbs. Finally, we find
the prefix on numerals in Tangkhul and Miju, and find it associated with indefinite
quantifiers in Tenyidie, Tangkhul, and Serna Naga (as well as possibly Meithei, see
introduction).
The two constructions that our prefix recurs in, the a-gV- construction and the
gV- ... -pa construction, are found in Karbi and Mizo-Kuki-Chin, as well as in Tangkhul
and Sal. In Karbi, the a-gV- construction marks the definite adjective construction (where
the adjective figures as the syntactic and semantic head of the adjective construction, see
examples (5), (6) above), and derives abstract nouns, see (9) above. In the Southern Kuki-
Chin languages Mro and Daai Chin, the a-gV- construction is synchronically still
analyzable into its two components: our velar prefix derives adjectival modifiers, from
which, in turn, the a- prefix derives adjectival nouns, such as 'something good' from
'good' from 'be.good'.
The gV- ... -pa construction derives participant nouns in Tangkhul, and marks, just
like a-gV- in Karbi, a so-called definite adjective construction in Dimasa (B-K, Sal),
which, in Dimasa, looks like it has evolved from an appositive construction (e.g., 'a cloth,
a black one', see §3.5).
Looking at the rows of Table 4, I want to address some observations regarding
relationships between functions of *gV-.
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First, as expected, we see the occurrence of *gV- on numerals and indefinite
quantifiers in languages, where the velar prefix more generally occurs on deverbal
adjectives. This is presumably because the velar prefix got reinterpreted as marking
nominal modifiers more generally, and so got extended to other classes of nominal
modifiers including numerals and quantifiers. However, in the introduction, it was also
mentioned that Meithei may have remnants of our prefix on a set of quantifiers but
nowhere else in the language. As a consequence, we have to hypothesize that if those
initial velars are reflexes of our prefix, there has to be evidence of a productive velar
prefix deriving adjectival modifiers in the language. This hypothesis should even be
testable since Meithei has a literary tradition.
Concerning the relationship between the derivation of adjectival modifiers and
relative clause marking, which are essentially both functions that derive nominal
modifiers, we see that every language that uses a *gV- descendant prefix to mark relative
clauses also uses this prefix to derive 'adjectives' but not the other way around.
We also note that in every language, in which the velar prefix marks (some types
of) complement or adverbial clauses, the prefix also marks relative clauses but not the
other way around.
Furthermore, we see that verb citation marking is not a very common function.
According to Matisoff (1972), it is typically "the most important nominalizer of a
language" (p. 248) that marks verb citation. Thus, it is not surprising that only Tangkhul
and possibly Karbi use the prefix in verb citation, since the prefix covers such a wide
range of functions in these languages.
Similarly, it looks like only languages, in which the prefix covers a wide range of
functions and thus figures in the very core of their grammars, have developed a main
clause construction with the prefix.
Lastly, I want to point out that of the four instances of two of each of the a-gV-
construction and the gV- ... -pa construction, three are associated with the derivation of
adjectival modifiers, the most common function among Central TB subgroups, and one is
associated with the derivation of participant nouns, the second most common function
among these subgroups.
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CHAPTER IV
WESTERN TIBETO-BURMAN
In Western Tibeto-Burman, we only find robust evidence of our velar prefix in the
Mahakiranti branch, and more specifically, in the Eastern Kiranti sub-branch. It is found
in languages like Limbu, Athpare, Camling, and Belhare, where the double affixation
strategy gV-... -pa is employed to nominalize verb roots, mostly to derive agentive
nouns. 3!
Evidence of the velar prefix in the other branch of Western Tibeto-Burman
splitting up into West Himalayish and Bodish32 could not be obtained. Matisoff (2003)
lists the West Himalayish language Pattani as having the 'adjectival prefix' and offers the
following examples.
(97) k;J{eg
k;Jca
'bitter'
'raw' [Matisoff, 2003, p. 136p3
However, with only these two examples and considering that the PTB form for
bitter has been reconstructed as *ka (Matisoff, 2003, p. 641), I will not count this as
evidence for the existence of the velar prefix as an 'adjective prefix' in Pattani.
31 The only Eastern Kiranti language where evidence for the double affixation strategy could not be found
is Kulung, described in Tolsma (1997). Further research might be able to locate the prefix in this language
as well.
32 This classification of Western Tibeto-Burman dividing it into Mahakiranti on the one hand, and the
subgroup of West Himalayish and Bodish on the other hand was used following Scott DeLancey (personal
communication, November 2008).
33 The source for data from Pattani (Manchad) in Matisoff (2003) appears to be Sharma (I 997), who is
listed elsewhere as the source for Pattani data. This specific 1997 article is a study of the phonology of the
language.
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No candidates for the velar prefix have been found among other West Himalayish
languages, only one interesting observation should be mentioned: Tinani (Sharma, 1989,
p. 150) might have a ku- prefix that occurs on adjectives, but more data on this are
needed. If this prefix can be verified, possible connections with the Limbu color
circumfix ku-... -1a (see p....) should be kept in mind.
With respect to the Bodish branch, a look at Classical Tibetan is important, as it
has preserved old forms through the writing system. However, there is no clear evidence
for our prefix in Classical Tibetan, but only a g- prefix that marks future tense (see
Appendix A).
4.1. Eastern Kiranti
4.1.1. Limbu
The major nominalizer in Limbu is a descendant ofthe PTB *-pa suffix.
However, our velar prefix also exists in Limbu featuring in the gV- ... -pa construction.
The function of this construction is to derive deverbal agentive nouns. It takes the form of
k£-RooT-pa~-ma,with -pa~-ma differentiating between masculine and feminine (van
Driem, 1987, pp. 199ff.).34 According to van Driem, who calls this the Active Participle
form, intransitive as well as transitive verb roots can occur in this construction. An
example with a transitive verb root is (98).
(98) pi?l k£-gam-b£-n a·tto·?
bull *gV-graze-AP-ABS where
'where's the guy grazing the cattle?' [van Driem, 1987, p. 200]
34 The general nominalizer -pa also shows this alternation with -rna in order to agree with female referents,
but only if suffixed to verb stems, not if suffixed to adverbs (van Driem, 1987, p. 195).
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If an intransitive verb root figures in this construction, the meaning differs
according to whether the event involves a participant high in agentivity or not. A more
agentive S argument will be understood as the semantic agent, whereas a less agentive S
argument will be understood as the semantic patient that already has undergone the event
denoted by the verb. An example of an agentive S argument is given with ?i· 'wander' in
(99).
(99) ke-?i-ba te'!
*gV-wander-AP come:PT
'The wanderer (wandering one) has corne!' [van Driem, 1987, p. 200]
On the other hand, with de1] 'tear', we have a semantic patient, so in (l00), the
clothes have to be interpreted as already having undergone the event. Note that ke-de1]-ba
'tom ones' functions as a nominal modifiers for te'?/ 'clothes'.
(l00) ke-de'lJ-ba te'?/-in thund-u
*gV-tear-AP clothes-ABs mend-3
'He mends tom clothes.' [van Driem, 1987, p. 201]
If a verb stern is polysyllabic - that is, presumably historically polymorphemic-
the ke- breaks the verb stern apart, for example /alJ-ge-ghe·k-pa 'walk-*gV-walk- AP' (van
Driem, 1987, p. 200).35 Another example ofthis is (l01).
(101) khene? henalJ m:me·-ke-dhik-pa? [ ..]
2.SG why mumble.invectives-*gV-mumble.invectives-AP
'Why are you mumbling invectives under your breath? [...]'
[van Driem, 1987, p. 200]
35 181] is probably derived from PTB *lam 'road', which would make this complex verb descend from a
noun incorporation structure.
(102) ke-sak-pa cook
ke-sak-pa pO'kse
ke-sak-pa pO'l]
sak
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Moreover, what is interesting about (101) is that we get the 'active participle' form
functioning as the predicate. A more literal translation imitating the nominal predicate
construction would be 'Why are you an invective-mumbler?' - apparently, a copula is not
needed. Generally, however, copulas may be inserted in a nominal predicate construction
with the active participle, which, then, typically is used with property concept verbs.
With the choice ofeither the copula coiana?'to be' or po-gma?'to (transitionally)
be', different aspects ofthe quality ascribed can be emphasized. With co-kma?'to be', the
quality gets interpreted as rather accidental or circumstantial, whereas po-gma? 'to
(transitionally) be' describes either the transition from one state to another if used in the
preterit, e.g. 'it has become difficult' - or a rather inherent quality in the nonpreterit form,
e.g. 'it is (inherently) difficult' (van Driem, 1987, pp. 67/8,204). In the nonpreterit usage,
pO'l]ma? in the nominal predicate construction is semantically paralleled by the use of the
adjectival verb as a verbal predicate inflecting with verbal morphology, which also gets
used for attributing inherent qualities. For a better overview, examples of the four
predicate constructions featuring sak'be difficult' are compared in (102).
'it is (/happens to be) difficult'
'it has become difficult'
'it is (inherently) difficult'
'it is (inherently) difficult'
[van Driem, 1987, p. 204]
The nominal predicate construction with the active participle contrasts with the
use of the simple nominalized form instead, that is -pa~-ma without the velar prefix. In
(103), the verb root flU '(be) good' is nominalized by the allomorph -ba of the -pa general
nominalizer. In (104), we recognise the active participle form of flU '(be) good' involving
our velar prefix.
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(l03) khel] nu-ba cafe
3sG good-NMLz:M/N COP
'he/it is good' [van Driem, 1987, p. 206]
(104) khel] ke-nu-ba cafe
3sG *gV-good-NMLz:M!N COP
'that/he is definitely/truly good' [van Driem, 1987, p. 206]
The functional difference between the two constructions is a pragmatic one:
According to van Driem (1987, p. 206), the active participle construction of (1 04) is 'far
more positive and complimentary' and conveys a more 'absolute meaning' than the -pa
nominalized construction. Maybe this emphasizing force of the active participle
construction can be made sense of by interpreting the -pa nominalized construction as
more prototypically deriving nominal modifiers, that is 'adjectives', and the active
participle construction as more prototypically deriving independent nouns. So imitating
this, we could translate (104) as 'he (really) is a good one/person'.
The active participle form is the only construction in Limbu where the ke- prefix
can be found; it does not occur by itself. However, there also is a circumfix kU-ROOT-Ia
which occurs on color term roots and derives forms functioning as adjectives or nouns.
Examples are provided in (105).
(105) ku-mak-Ia
ku-bha-ra
ku-het-Ia
ku-hik-Ia
'black'
'white'
'red'
'green' [van Driem, 1987, p. 23]
The prefix part of this circumfix certainly looks familiar in form and function, but
there is no further evidence for how to relate it to our velar prefix. It should also be
mentioned that there is a ku- prefix in Limbu marking 3sG possessives; maybe there is a
relationship, but all this has to be referred to future research.
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4.1. 2. Athpare
Like Limbu, Athpare employs the g V- ... -pa construction, which takes the form
ka-RooT(-ba). Similarly, Ebert (l997a, p. 79) calls it the 'agentive participle' based on the
observation that she has not found an instance of the circumfix occurring on non-agentive
verbs and assumes that *ka-sl(-ba) from si'die' would be ungrammatical. Unlike Limbu,
however, the suffix _bi6 is optional, and based on the comparative data from other
Eastern Kiranti languages, it appears that it has become optional in Athpare. In (l02), we
see agentive nouns derived from verbs in the ka-ROOT(-ba) form.
(l02) ka-phu-ba 'tailor' ka-thub-ba
ka-thuk-ba 'cook' ka-khub-ba
ka-pik-ba 'speaker' ka-Iem-ba
ripma ka-wat 'thread-bearer (= Brahmin)'
'blacksmith'
'thief'
'beater, one who beats'
[Ebert, 1997, p. 79]
Functionally, the 'agentive participle' form is, in fact, used as an agentive noun,
and can stand alone. However, it can also be followed by, and then can be considered as
modifYing, another noun. The only example Ebert gives of this is reproduced in (106),
where the following noun is yapmi 'person'. Ebert does not specifY whether only
semantically empty nouns, like 'person' and maybe also 'thing', etc. can follow the
'agentive participle'.
(l06) ka-lo(-ba)
or: ka-Io(-ba) yapmi
'(the person) who spoke (to you)'
id. [Ebert, 1997a, p. 79]
36 Ebert (1997a) says this -ba in the agentive participle is "probably a gender marker" (p. 79), but there are
no data to prove that we get the alternation with -ma for female referents, as in Limbu. However, the
gender-based alternation between -ba--ma does exist in Athpare kinship terms and on nouns referring to
bigger animals, even though it seems to have lexicalized in some nouns, where one of the two suffixes gets
used invariantly (Ebert, 1997a, p. 81).
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For the purposes of this study, I do not want to consider ka-Jo(-ba) in (106) - and,
for that matter, all the other forms in (105) - a relative clause either modifying yapmi as
the head noun, or being headless in the case of lacking yapmi. 37 In order to be able to
make a meaningful distinction between an agentive/participant noun and a headless
relative clause in the TB family (where both constructions are based on the same
nominalization strategy), the notion of 'relative clauses' shall be restricted to instances
that show some clausal characteristics. Those characteristics may include, for example,
the option of TAME marking on the verb, or having (non-incorporated) arguments as
required by transitive or ditransitive verb stems inside the relative clause.
In fact, in the case of Athpare, there is other evidence supporting the decision to
not consider ka-Jo(-ba) yapmi in (106) a relative construction with yapmi as the head
noun. This evidence comes from looking at what happens in the case of pluralization. An
example of a pluralized 'agentive participle plus following noun' construction is provided
in (107).
(107) bhot ka-thet-ci
vote *gV-put-NS
'the voters'
yapmi-ci
people-Ns
[Ebert, 1997a, p. 140]
This example shows that the non-singular suffix -ci optionalli8 occurs on the
'agentive participle' in addition to getting suffixed onto the following noun. Therefore, the
'agentive participle' is treated as a separate NP receiving its own inflection. The
37 Also note that prototypical relative clauses are formed with the general nominalizer -ba in Athpare
(Ebert, 1997a, p. 144).
38 Ebert (1 997a) provides the following example (d), where -cionly occurs on the following noun.
(d) kristyen dhanna pracar pracar ka-cok yapmi-ci
Christian religion promotion *gV-do man-NS
'the people who promote the Christian religion (i.e. the missionaries)' [Ebert, 1997a, p. 140]
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constituent in (l07) as a whole can be interpreted as an appositive juxtaposition of two
NPs.
On the basis of the evidence and arguments provided I want to classify the
'agentive participle' of Athpare as an agentive nominalization, and not a (minimal)
relative clause. However, looking at more data shows that this 'agentive participle' can do
more than typical agent nominalizations. More specifically, in examples provided in
(l08), we can see that one can attach prefixes to the 'agentive participle' (here without the
suffix) which indicate the object of the action.
(l08) (a) yalJ-ka-Iem
INDEF-*gV-beat
'who beats someone'
(c) a-ka-Iem
IsG:poss-*gV-beat
'who beats me'
(b) yalJ-ka-pik
INDEF-*gV-say
'who says something'
(d) ka-ka-pik
2SG:poss-*gV-speak
'who speaks to you'
[Ebert, 1997a, pp. 79/80, glosses added]
In the two forms (c) and (d), a- and ka- are the first and second singular
possessive prefixes. In (a) and (b), we have yalJ-, which is the general indefinite object
prefix that also occurs in (non-nominalized) verb forms with a third person acting on a
first person singular or exclusive (Ebert, 1997a, pp. 31 ff.). Moreover, the paradigm of
finite verb forms helps us identify an a- prefix that gets used with a second person acting
on a first person singular or exclusive, and with a third person acting on a first person
inclusive. So there could be parallels between the (synchronically) finite verb
morphology and these affixes occurring on the 'agentive participle' forms in (l08), but
they are not just the same paradigm. Thus, the forms in (l08) still will not be treated as
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evidence for considering the 'agentive participle' form a relative clause construction. But
we realize the distinction is not as clear-cut. 39
Besides the 'agentive participle' form, Athpare has another ka- prefix that marks
reciprocals in a reduplication construction (see Appendix A).
4.1. 3. Camling
Camling is an interesting case with respect to the distribution of our velar prefix.
Ebert (2003, p. 533) has found a set ofisoglosses, one of which is morphological and
concerns the prefix. Divided by the rivers Sapsu and Sun Kosi, the southeastern dialects
share the velar prefix occurring in the same basic construction as the Athpare 'agentive
participle', whereas the northwestern dialects just use -pa exclusively for the same
function. A set of examples of the velar prefix in the southeastern dialects is provided in
(109).
(109) ka-dip(-pa) 'blacksmith (beater)'
ka-sip(-pa) 'tailor'
ka-khur(-pa) 'carrier'
ka-set(-pa) 'murderer'
[Ebert,1997b,p.40]
According to the above isogloss, the same words in the northwestern dialects have
the form dip-pa, sip-pa, etc. In Camling, these nominalized forms occur only as heads,
never as pre-head modifiers as in Athpare.
Just to be noted here, there also exist two velar suffixes -kha and -ko in Camling that
have nominalizing functions, the latter being 'one of the most frequent morphemes in
39 An example of this construction in the context of an utterance is (e). Notice that the adverbial 'down
there' is nominalized and occurs in an appositive relationship to a-ka-ca; the 'agentive participle' does not
have any further clausal characteristics here.
(e) yo-na-rok a-ka-ca khan-na co-ak!
below-NMLZ-FOC 1poss-*gV-eat YOU-OBL eat:3u-oPT
'eat the one down there, the one who eats me!' [Ebert, 1997a, p. 140]
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Camling' (Ebert, 2003, p. 545); a connection between those suffixes and our prefix is not
clear and remains a matter for future research.
4.1.4. Belhare
Belhare also uses the Eastern Kiranti g V- ... -pa strategy to form what Bickel - like
van Driem for Limbu - calls the 'active participle'. An example is given in (110), where
the allomorph -ba is derived from the underlying -pa. Note that Belhare, just like Limbu,
distinguishes between the masculine or unmarked form -pa and the marked feminine
form -mao Our prefix occurs as ka-.
(110) asen1e ka-pikg-a-ba ma'li-l)a
earlier *gV-fall-go.down-PART person[SG]-ERG
mai-mat-pir-he.
1SG.P-[3SG.A-]narrate-p.BEN-PAST
SAppe
all[ABs]
'the guy who fell down recently told me everything' [Bickel, 2003, p. 558]
As in Camling and Athpare, it is only SIA arguments that can be derived through
the ka-RooT-pa nominalization. In (110), we notice that the 'active participle' is modified
by asen1e, which, to my understanding, is an adverb. Thus, the Belhare 'active participle'
- if being modified by an adverb as opposed to an adjective - certainly appears 'more
clausal' than, for example, the Athpare 'agentive participle', which is confirmed by
Bickel (2003), who specifically states that, "the active participle allows clausal
modification" (p. 558). However an important reason against calling the Belhare
construction a relative clause is that, as I understand it, the choice of head noun is limited
to a semantically relatively empty noun like ma'li'person' above, or 'zero'.
An example of this 'zero' option is (111).
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(111) caJeppa ka-khik-pa
bread[ABs]p *gV-taste.bitter-PART
'one to whom the bread tastes bitter' [Bickel, 2003, p. 565]
Given this very narrow restriction, the Belhare construction certainly is far from a
prototypical relative clause construction, but because it requires an adverb and not an
adjective, it is not particularly close to a prototypical agentive noun construction either.
Since the typical TB relative clause construction is a nominalization construction, it
follows that similarities and overlap with other nominalization construction occurs. From
what little data have been discussed here, the comparison of the 'active participle' verb
forms across Eastern Kiranti as to how close and how far from a prototypical relative
clause it gets would be an interesting project to provide more evidence for the functional
range and development ofthe velar prefix in TB.
One last comment on Belhare and the velar prefix concerns the reciprocity
construction present in this language that was previously mentioned in the section on
Athpare: Belhare also makes use of the same construction to express reciprocity as
Athpare, where ka- (here considered a homophone of the prefix in ka-RooT-pa) occurs in
a reduplication construction (see Appendix A).
4.2. Western Kiranti
For the Western Kiranti branch, my resources are limited to the grammar of Dumi
by van Driem (1993) as well as a grammatical sketch of Hayu by Michailovsky (2003).
As mentioned above, it has been pointed out by Ebert (2003, p. 516) that the 'agentive
participle' formation by means of ka- (with a required or optional -pa or -ba suffix) is one
of the few characteristics that sets apart Eastern from Western Kiranti. 4o
40 Ebert (2003) relates the velar prefix in the Kiranti branch to the velar prefix in Northeast India, noting
that "[Southeast] Kiranti features like ... the participle formation with ka- are found also further east, e.g.
in Naga and Chin languages" (p. 516).
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Still we can find traces of the prefix or rather, the gV- ... -pa strategy in Dumi,
although nothing could be found in Hayu.
In Dumi, the 'active participle' is productively formed by suffixing -kpi (van
Driem, 1993, p. 272). However, the two adjectival verbs nini'be.good' and i:ni'be.bad'
have special forms as 'active participles" where instead of -kpi, the suffix -kpa is used
optionally with or without the prefix kh{}-. The two examples van Driem (1993) provides
are reproduced in (112) and (113).
(112) Amni na:m no:.
today sun be.good
Kh{}-ni-kpa
*gV-be.good-AP
tsikh-a.
be-23s
Ag
I
ye
too
kh{}-ni-kpa
*gV-be.good- AP
}a:-t-{}.
be.good- NPT-1 S
'The sun's good today. It's pleasant out. I too feel fine.' [van Driem, 1993, p. 274]
(113) Kh{}}{} g{} kh{}-ni-kpa, im ma:tai kh{}-yi:-kpa.
all EMPH *gV-be.good-AP he only *gV-be.bad-AP
'Everyone is basically good. He's the only bad one.' [van Driem, 1993, p. 274]
The assumption is that the kh{}- form is our velar prefix, and van Driem
specifically mentions the possible relationship between this form and the Limbu active
participle form k£-RooT-pa. However, it is interesting that the only verbs occurring in this
form are 'be good' and 'be bad'. It is not clear, thus, whether we should relate this form to
the function of the 'active participle' or S/A agentive noun, or maybe rather to the
adjectival prefix.
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4.3. Summary
The four Eastern Kiranti languages examined, Limbu, Athpare, Belhare, and
Camling, feature the prefix in essentially the same way: In all languages, we find the
g V- ... -pa construction associated most prominently with the derivation of participant
nouns.
However, there are some differences. Regarding the form of the gV- ... -pa
construction, we notice that in Limbu and Belhare, the -pa alternates with -ma for the
marked feminine form. This does not seem to be the case in Athpare and Camling, and it
is these two languages, in which the -ba or -pa can drop out altogether leaving only the
prefix behind.
Regarding functions of the Eastern Kiranti g V- ... -pa construction, we have seen
the derived nominal forms do not only function as (independent) participant nouns, but
also as nominal modifiers in at least Limbu (see example (100», Athpare (example
(106», and Belhare (example (110». In all three cases, the verbs do not express
adjectival or stative semantics (possibly with the exception of Limbu 'tom clothes',
example (100», but there seem to be differences regarding how relative clause-like the
construction can get, i.e. whether or not the head noun can be semantically full or just
relatively empty ('thing', 'person', etc.), whether the gV- ... -pa constituent can be
modified by an adjective or an adverb, and whether the derived g V- ... -pa form can be
modified by TAME markers. Future research may be able to clarify and document the
relationship between participant nominalization and relative clause marking. The
conclusion to be drawn from this for the present study is that we are not just dealing with
a simple participant nominalization construction, but with a more general or versatile
nominalization construction that can take on other functions (to some degree) typically
associated with nominalization in TB, such as relative clause marking.
Western Kiranti seems to have lost the gV- ... -pa construction, but we see relics of
it in Dumi. Interestingly, the form kh:;J-V -kpa is a little different as we note the velar in
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the suffix part of the frozen circumfix that only occurs on the verbs for 'be good' and 'be
bad'. This velar in -kpa still awaits a good explanation.
Table 6 - Summary: *gV- in the Kiranti Branch of Western TB
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CHAPTER V
NORTHEASTERN OR QIANG TIBETO-BURMAN
Bradley (2002, pp. 94ff.) distinguishes between core Qiangic and other Qiang
group languages within Northeastern Tibeto-Burman. As we will see, the core Qiangic
rGyalrong (Rgyarong, Gyarong) languages provide evidence of the velar prefix covering
a wide range of functions associated with nominalization.
For another core Qiangic language, Queyu (Zhaba), Matisoff (2003) offers the list
of forms reproduced in (114) to suggest that Queyu belongs to the group oflanguages
that have the adjectival velar prefix.
(114) kiJJd~a'5 'crawl'
klthrP 'drink'
k:Jtt!J 'eat'
k:Jfl[J'3 'listen'
k:Jr;t!5 'look'
k:J~t!5 'sleep' [Matisoff, 2003, p. 137]
However, since these forms are not adjectival verb stems, I will not consider them
evidence for our velar prefix in Queyu. More data are needed to show the function of this
prefix.
Outside of core Qiangic are languages like Naxi, Bai, and Tujia (Bradley, 2002,
pp. 94ff.). For this study, a grammatical sketch of Yunnan Bai by Wiersma (2003) has
been evaluated; no form matching our velar prefix could be found.
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5.1. rGyalrong Languages
Also listed as languages with the adjectival velar prefix in Matisoff (2003, p. 136),
rGyalrong is an important group of closely related languages in this study.41 In
rGyalrong, our velar prefix covers a wide range of functions including marking the
citation form/infinitive of verbs. The sources on rGyalrong are on two different (of the
three) languages, the eastern Cogtse (lCog-rtse) variety (Nagano, 1984,2003) and the
northwestern Caodeng (Sun, 2003) variety. I will discuss the two languages separately,
and leave it to future research to show in what ways the two languages actually turn out
to have the same or different *gV- constructions.
5.1.1 Cogtse rGyalrong
In Cogtse, deverbal adjectives as well as numerals consistently feature our velar
prefix, which takes the form k;J-. A few examples of derived adjectives are provided in
(115).
(115) k;J-mbro 'high' k;J-pram 'white'
k;J-mo 'empty' k;J-chem 'small'
k;J-kte 'big' k;J-skren 'long'
k;J-mJor 'beautiful' [Nagano, 2003, pp. 473/4]
In (116), we see the verb stern mJor from the list provided in (115) functioning as
an underived verbal predicate.
41 Although sometimes listed as one language with three dialects (e.g., Sun, 2003), by most accounts it now
seems that the different varieties ofrGyalrong should be counted as distinct languages. They are certainly
as distinct from one another as different Mizo-Kuk-Chin languages, or different Bodo-Garo languages
(DeLancey personal communication, July 19,2009).
(116) Ji+gyo t:J-m!or-Nc42
2DL 2-be.beautiful-DL
'you two are beautiful' [Nagano, 2003, p. 474; glosses added]
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The numbers from one to ten mostly prefix k:J- with the exception of 'eight' and
'ten' as we can see in (117).
(117) I k:J-tek 6 k:J-!ok
2 k:J-.J1es 7 k:J-fpes
3 k:J-sam 8 w:J-ryat
4 k:J-wdi 9 k:J-Ngu
5 k:J-mlJo 10 sgye [Nagano,2003,p.486]
Besides the adjectival k:J-, there is what Nagano (1987, 2003) refers to as the VP
signalling prefix ka-. This ka- is obligatory in a non-final verb form, but is optional in a
final verb form. What 'non-final' and 'final' refer to respectively, is shown in Figure 2, the
general sentence template, reproduced from Nagano (1987, p. 23).
Figure 2 - Cogtse rGyalrong Sentence Structure (Nagano, 1987, p. 23)
[(NP) + VPnon-finalt (Particle) [(NP) + VP final] (AUX)
Unfortunately, there are no explicit examples of this template, but it appears as
though this first constituent [(NP) + VPnon-finalt is a subordinate clause like a relative,
42 INI is used by Nagano (2003: 470) to indicate 'a phoneme of nasalization, which occurs before the stops
and affricates to nasalize them, as well as at the Cf position to nasalize the preceding vowel'.
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complement, or adverbial clause. In (118) below, Nagano labeled the k:J- prefix in k:J-ka-
dza the VPnon_final.43
(118) bi+syer ka +pri k:J-ka-dza wa-sta sik +pa fl:J-Nbop
yesterday snake *gV-PF44-eat of-wound very PRoG-swell
'The bite-wound which a snake made yesterday has swollen terribly.'
[Nagano, 1984, p. 54, glosses modified]
We notice that we are dealing with k:J- instead of ka-. This alternation has been
ascribed to a semanto-pragmatic alternation by scholars of rGyalrong according to
Nagano (1987, pp. 25/6), which seems to pertain to all instances of nominaIized verb
forms, be it nominalized subordinate clauses or the citation form: ka- occurs on verbs that
denote 'actions that can be controlled by human will', whereas k:J- occurs on 'those which
are uncontrollable', although Nagano himself suggests interpreting the distinction as
'process verbs' with ka-versus 'non-process verbs' with k:J-in Chafe's (1974) sense.
The interpretion of marking controlled versus non-controlled events is consistent
with our example (118), where the biting of the snake was certainly uncontrollable.
However, Nagano (1987) also says that ka- and k:J-, "seem to belong to a single
morpheme" (p. 26). Nagano does not discuss this problem any further, but as we will see
further below, Sun (2003) suggests a more comprehensive account of a seemingly
parallel alternation between klJ- and k:J- in Caodeng rGyalrong.
43 I am not completely positive that the [(NP) +VPnon_floal]n constituent really represents any type of
subordinate clauses. While the ki1- in (118) does appear to be an instance of a non-fmal VP in Nagano's
terms (as he glosses it as such), we note that there is an additional ka-prefix glossed as a perfect marker,
which should not be able to occur in a non-fmal VP, as Nagano (1987) says, "VPnf chooses only ka- and
root, i.e. none of the optional components [= affix slots on the verb] are realized" (p. 26).
44 As I understand, the perfect marker is ni1-, but can be replaced by a direction marker. There is a
directional prefix ka- denoting an 'upstream' action, so this might be it here (see Nagano 1984, pp. 26/7).
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Regarding the question of how to relate these alternations to our prefix, there does
not seem to be a clear answer. Both forms fit very well, both appear to nominalize not
only verbs, but entire clauses so that they function as NPs on the sentence level. What
could be the source of the alternation is an initial allophonic variation that got reanalysed
as a semanto-pragmatic distinction. It could also be the case that another prefix was
involved in the case of ka- since we rather expect the reduced k;J- than a long full vowel
Ia!. Future research might be able to provide evidence for the origin of this alternation.
For now, however, I will equally consider both forms as our velar prefix.
Also, coming back to our k;J- adjectival prefix discussed above, it seems like
Nagano could agree to equate it with the ka-k;J- prefix that 'signals the VP'. In a
historical study of rGyalrong verb morphology, Nagano (1987) discusses the evidence of
the PTB *g-~k-adjectival prefix in rGyalrong from Benedict (1972, p. 113). Benedict
used the example of kesik'new' to show that rGyalrong employs the adjectival velar
prefix, but Nagano says, it 'does not particularly mark adjectival but simply signals VP'
(Nagano, 1987, p. 154).
In (119), we have another example of a relative clause.
(119) mi+fer pheNdzokhaN WU-Nguy to-ka-n;J +ca +ra-lJ w;J-tha
yesterday library of-in PF(up)-*gV-read-lsG of-book
'the book that I read in the library yesterday' [Nagano, 2003, p. 472]
As in (118) above, we can see that the structure of a relative clause includes a
genitive marked head noun, and a verb nominalized through ka-k;J-. Interestingly, the
verb inside the relative clause still takes a couple of inflectional affixes. Note the perfect
prefix to- as well as the bound pronominal -lJ.
Looking at complement clauses, we find more instances of our velar prefix. First
of all, modals take nominalized complements. In (120), the modal ka-khya 'to be able,
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can' takes a light verb construction consisting of the nOUllju/l{jak'swimming' and the light
verb ka-pa 'to do' as a complement.
(120) 1)a jU/l{jak ka-pa khya-1)
1SG swimming *gV-do can-1 SG
'I can swim' [Nagano, 2003, p. 485]
In (121), k;J-ra 'need' is negated and also takes another light verb construction
based on ka-pa 'to do' as a complement. Note that the form k;J- in k;J-ra (see Nagano,
2003, p. 485) reflects the ka--k;J- alternation, and is due to 'needing something' being
uncontrollable by humans.
(121) sem¢;J ka-pa ma
worry *gV-do NEG
'you don't need to worry'
ra
need
[Nagano, 2003,p. 486]
The example in (122) shows that ka-yak'may' is another member of this group of
complement-taking modals.
(122) 1)a t;J-gyim WU-Nguy ka-Nga m;J yak
lsG the-house of-in *gV-enter Q may
'may I enter the house?' [Nagano, 2003, p. 486]
The verb khut 45 'be ready, may' appears to be another modal in this construction,
an example is offered in (123).
(123) t;J-gyim ka-j1i ma ll;J +khut
the-house. *gV-live NEG ready
'the house is not ready to be lived in' [Nagano, 2003, p. 486]
45 This verb khut is only mentioned in its root form without the infinitive prefix, but it seems it would be a
controllable event and thus should receive the form ka-.
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Not only modals occur in this complement clause construction with our velar
prefix. In (124), the verb ka-s;1 +yok 'to finish' also takes a ka- complement as well as
Ndo in (125), which is glossed here as 'AUX', possibly meaning something like 'to be the
case' .
(124) ll;1gyO ka-ll;1-Ndza m;1
2sG *gV-PF-eat Q
'have you finished eating?'
t;1-S;1 +yok
2sG-finish
~agano,2003,p.486]
(125) ll;1gyO chamdo-y ka-che
2sG Chamdo-Loc *gV-go
'have you ever been to Chamdo?'
m;1 llO-Ndo-s
Q PF-AUX-PF
~agano,2003,p.486]
Finally, in addition to relative clause and complement clause constructions, we
also have an example of our velar prefix marking an adverbial clause type, more
specifically a purpose clause, in (126).
(126) 1]a ta +tha
lSG book
'I go to buy a book'
k;1-ki-y k;1-che-1] ko
*gV-bUY-LOC lSG-go-lsG AUX:S
~agano, 1984,p.43]
Note that the verb inside the adverbial clause also carries the locative marker -)I,
which evidences its nominal status. Concerning the ka--k;1- alternation, I do not know
why we get the k;1- form here since buying should be a controllable process.
Having seen how versatile the ka--k;1- prefix is, we would expect to see it
involved in basic derivational nominalization as well, i.e. action/event and participant
nominalization. Unfortunately, Nagano does not report much about this function of the
prefix in either publication (1984, 2003), although he does mention a productive double-
prefixation construction deriving patient nouns that involves our prefix, which is to-gV-,
an example of which is given in (127).
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(127) to-ka-zu
?-*gV-accuse
'accused person'
Nagano also describes another velar prefix, which has a different vowel, ke-. He
calls it a 'tensifier' and its function is to indicate the remote past or remote future,
depending on whether it is used with the perfect or imperfect form of the verb. But even
though it is analysed to indicate remote time stages, it appears to occur fairly frequently.
It seems like it could in fact be another version of our velar prefix, but since the
function does not perfectly match (and since we already have an established prefix with
basic nominalizing functions in our ka-~k:J-), it is not included here (see Appendix A).
5.1.2. Caodeng rGyalrong
Caodeng rGyalrong shares the general infinitive/citation form marking of verbs as
well as deriving deverbal adjectives by means of the velar prefix with Cogtse rGyalrong.
An example of a deverbal adjective is given in (128).
(128) paji? k:J-snoj?
crab.apple *gV-be-deliciously.ripe
'deliciously ripe crab apples' [Sun, 2003, pp. 491/2]
When it comes to infinitive marking, it seems like we get an alternation between
ktJ- and k:J-, parallel to ka-~k:J- in Cogtse rGyalrong. Actually, this alternation is ascribed
to the marker of 'action nominals' by Sun (2003, p. 493), which I understand to be the
infinitive form used for marking subordinate clauses as well as for the general citation
form. In Caodeng rGyalrong, the alternating prefixes are analysed to be based on the
somewhat parallel (to Cogtse rGyalrong) semanto-pragmatic distinction of
'dynamic/human' (ktJ-) versus 'stative/nonhuman' (k:J-). Analogous to Cogtse rGyalrong, I
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will consider both fonns as our velar prefix; future research might provide better insight
in the origin of the alternation. Examples of the distinction are provided in (129).
(129) (a) k;J- (stativefnonhuman) (b) ktJ- (dynamiclhuman)
'to be poor'
'to give birth (bovines)'
'to become poor'
'to give birth (humans)'
[Sun,2003b,p.493]
Unlike Cogtse rGyalrong, we have evidence of our velar prefix deriving
participant nominals in Caodeng rGyalrong. Participant nominalization also features the
k;J--ktJ- alternation, where k;J- is the SfA or subject nominalizer, and ktJ- is the 0
argument nominalizer. Examples of both types are given in (130).
(130) (a) k;J- (SfA arguments) (b) ktJ- (0 arguments)
k;J-Ii'gi? 'patient' ktJ-ndze 'food'
k;J-tim? 'rich person' tJ-ktJ-rge-11J 'those loved by me; my beloved ones'
k;J-m;Jrku 'thief [Sun, 2003b, p. 493]
Note that the SfA nominalizer k;J- cannot be called an agentive nominalizer, as
stative as well as active intransitive verbs can be used in this construction, such as the
stative verb tim? 'be rich' and the active verb m;Jrku'steal'. Looking at the two examples
of nominals derived through ktJ-, we see that the second one is actually a fairly complex
form. It is not clear to me what the final suffix -11J is, but the tJ- prefix is the first person
possessive marker, parallel to (131/2).
(131) tJ-ki-fd3U-C;J
1so:poss:o-*gV-accuse-INDEF
'there is someone who accuses me'
to?
exist
[Sun,2003b,p.495]
(132) e-kti-j'd3u-C~
1sO:POSS:A-*gV-accuse-INDEF
'I have someone to accuse'
to?
exist
[Sun,2003b,p.495]
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In these two examples (131/2), we have a minimal pair of the k~--ke- alternation.
Apparently, depending on whether we are dealing with an A or an 0 argument
nominalization of a transitive verb, a possessive marker gets automatically interpreted as
the complementing 0 or A argument.
This is, to some degree, similar to the agentive noun construction in Athpare (see
§4.1.2), where possessive prefixes also can occur on the derived noun. However, in
Athpare, only SfA agentive arguments can be derived, and, thus, the possessive prefixes
are limited to marking the 0 argument. So nothing quite like this construction of
Caodeng rGyalrong has been found anywhere else in this study.
In (133), our velar prefix occurs in a relative clause construction. Note that the
form is k~- because the father is the A argument of 'embrace'. 46
(133) o-l1]a? k~-k~-rq{) ttipe n~?
3so:poss-child PFv-*gV-embrace:PAsT father DET
'the father who embraced his child' [Sun, 2003b, p. 501]
We also have an example of our velar prefix in a complement clause construction
in (134).
(134) pa J1emgon xs~m kti-ntfa ke-nla? d'e
pig river three *gV-swim *gV-cross be.able
'pigs are able to swim across three rivers (at a stretch)' [Sun, 2003b, p. 499]
46 I assume that the fact that the father is the A argument triggers the k;}- form (as the father is human, it
would receive the ku- form otherwise). Thus, I assume that the relative clause construction is built upon a
participant nominalization construction, whereas both the complement and adverbial clause constructions
are built upon an 'action nominalization' construction (see below).
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I am not sure why the form of the prefix is ku- in (134). It seems it should be k;J-,
which denotes 'stative/nonhuman' events, and what we have is a stative predicate ('be able
to swim across') and a nonhuman referent ('pigs'). Also note in this example (134) that the
word for 'three' is XS;Jm. So it seems as if a sound change happened, where IkI split off
into Iki and IX/. What this also means is that at some point in Caodeng the velar prefix on
the numerals must have been reanalysed as an idiosyncratic part of the numeral root as
opposed to a regular 'adjectival'/nominalizing prefix. It would be interesting to know
whether other numerals also lost their velar prefix in Caodeng.
Finally, (135) and (136) are examples of adverbial clause constructions based on
the velar prefix nominalization.
(13 5) u-k;J-c/ro u-ju-tu- wi
ISG-*gV-welcome IRR-PFv-2-come
'come and welcome me' [Sun, 2003b, p. 500]
In (135), we have a minimal purpose clause marked by k;J-. Again, it is not clear
to me why it should be classified as a 'stative/nonhuman' event, but there might be more
pragmatics than semantics involved so that a clause without context cannot explain the
form of the velar prefix. If we compare this example with the Cogtse purpose clause
example in (126), we notice that unlike Cogtse, Caodeng apparently does not require a
locative marker on the nominalized verb.
Lastly, the example in (136) is a manner adverbial clause. Note that the
nominalized adverbial clause verb receives the instrumentallergative suffix -k;J.
(136) k;Jnmfltfmsu-k;J ptfntja1Jo-ta ku-mdzu-k;J ne-chov
fat.person-ERG chair 3sG:poss-top *gV-sit-INST PFv-break:PAsT
'the fat person broke the chair by sitting on it' [Sun, 2003b, p. 502]
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5.2. Summary
Table 7 summarizes the findings of this chapter. At first glance, we realize that
both rGyalrong languages make use of the prefix in a wide range of functions just like the
most prominent languages in the Central Tibeto-Burman group, Karbi, Tenyidie,
Tangkhul and the Mizo-Kuki-Chin language Lamkang.
We also immediately notice, though, that we are dealing with an alternation that
we have not seen before, namely ki}--ka-/ku-. This alternation is not phonological, but is
interpreted as marking a semanto-pragmatic distinction. The exact nature of the semantics
and/or pragmatics involved is difficult to determine. However, the analyses are similar, as
we find the ka-/ku- (Cogtse/Caodeng) form to be interpreted as involving the semantics
of 'controlled actions', 'process verbs', and 'dynamic/human semantics', and the ki}-
form as involving 'non-controlled actions', 'non-process verbs', and 'stative/non-human
semantics'. Note, however, that it seems problematic to have the ka-/ku- form associated
with 'controlled actions' as well as referencing the 0 argument in participant
nominalizations and (probably) head nouns in relative clauses, whereas the S/A argument
in participant nominalizations and relative clause head nouns gets the same prefix
alternant ki}- as 'non-controlled actions' in other nominalization types. We would rather
expect to have a 'S/A or subject plus control' unified category and an '0 or patient plus
non-control' unified category.
Regarding the diachronic problem that arises as we have two candidates for the
descendant of *gV-, we first of all notice that both equally qualify, since both cover the
same basic functions, though they divide up the semanto-pragmatic space, and, thus,
allow for additional specification, regarding some parameter like (human) control. Since
we find the alternating prefixes capable to occur in the same syntactic slots covering the
same basic functions, a possible explanation is that there used to be an allophonic
alternation in rGyalrong that got reinterpreted as a meaningful distinction in the way
described above. We have seen velar prefix pairs before in languages like Tenyidie (§3.2)
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and Jinghpaw (§3.5), where, however, we could separate the two prefixes by their
functions and choose one as the *gV- descendant, whereas the other one had to be
something else.
Since we are dealing with two closely related languages, a large amount of
overlap is expected, but there are small differences. For example, in (134) above, we
noticed that the velar prefix in the word for 'three', x-s;Jm, has changed to a velar
fricative, probably assimilating to the following lsi in Caodeng, whereas in Cogtse, we
still get the more conservative form k;J-sam with the full velar prefix. However, the k;J-
prefix in Caodeng does not seem to generally reduce and assimilate to a following
fricative. Thus, the prefix in numerals has to have been reanalyzed as belonging to the
root, and not being the same form occurring on verbs.
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CHAPTER VI
SOUTHEASTERN TIBETO-BURMAN
For Southeastern Tibeto-Burman, no language could be identified that has a prefix
which can be readily interpreted as a reflex of *gV-. However, we generally do not expect
to find old affixes in the Southeastern branch as it is notorious for having lost the
inherited PTB morphology. Still, there are a few Loloish languages offering interesting
data that I would like to present here, even though we will not be able to reconstruct our
prefix for this branch.
The Southeastern subgroup ofTB is divided into two major branches, Karen and
Lolo-Burmese, according to Bradley (2002, pp. 96ff.). The Karen languages share a
distinctive trait that no other TB languages have, which is SVO word order in main
clauses (Bradley, 2002, p. 107). For this study, data on two Karen languages, Eastern
Kayah Li (Solnit, 2003) and Pwo Karen (Kato, 2003), were evaluated; evidence of our
velar prefix could not be found.
The Lolo-Burmese branch comprises two main subbranches, Burmish and
Loloish, as well as two languages forming subbranches on their own according to
Bradley: Gong and Mru. Data on the latter two languages could not be obtained, but for
Burmish, information on Burmese was available, as well as information on Northern,
Central, and Southern Loloish for the Loloish subbranch.
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6.1. Lolo-Burmese
On the Burmish side of Lolo-Burmese, a native speaker of Burmese47 was
consulted; there does not appear to be anything like our velar prefix in Burmese. On the
Loloish side, information on three languages each from one of the three different groups
was evaluated.
For both Central Loloish and Southern Loloish, represented by Lisu and Akha
respectively in this study, no clear evidence of the velar prefix could be found, but it still
seems worthwhile looking at some data. 48
6.1.1. Lisu (Central Loloish) and Akha (Southern Loloish)
For Lisu, Fraser (1922), Roop (1970), and Bradley (2003) were consulted. 49
Whereas in Fraser (1922) no relevant information could be found, there is a potentially
interesting yf- (/y/ being a palatal glide) proclitic documented by Roop (1970) as well as
ajP- (with a voiced alveopalatal fricative) prefix documented by Bradley (2003) both of
which function as nominalizers.
These forms do not meet the criteria for the present reconstruction since the initial
consonant in both cases is not velar, and the vowel is too strong instead of the expected
reduced or copy vowel. However, we immediately notice that this same vowel could
actually help explain the palatals here as following front vowels typically condition the
palatalization of velars. We still lack an explanation for how the front vowel got there,
and so we are limited to just note some of the following data, and keep them in mind for
later studies that could possibly provide an explanation for the vowel.
47 I am grateful to Thet Mar Win, a native speaker of Burmese, who worked as a language consultant for a
year-long field methods class (2007-8) at the University of Oregon. '
48 The brief Lahu description by Matisoff(2003b) was also examined but without any interesting results.
49 All three works appear to be based on 'Flowery Lisu', one of the three main dialectal subgroups (all of
which are reported to be mutually intelligible (Bradley, 2003, p. 222)), however on different subdialects.
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Regarding Roop's yf- proclitic - documented from the southernmost variety of
Lisu spoken in Tak Province, Thailand, near the border to Burma (1970, p. XVII) - we
find data such as (137), where yf- derives nouns from agentive verbs.
(137) yf-ky8
yf- scratch
'line, scratch'
yf-fwil
yf- lay(.eggs)
'egg'
yf-swf
yf- sow
'seed' [Roop, 1970, p. 76]
We also find this prefix attaching to adjectival verbs in order to derive nominal
forms as in (138).
(138) yf-swi
yf- be.new
'new thing'
yf-bi
yf- be.old
'old thing'
yf-phwil-phwil
yf- be.white-RDPL
'white thing; color white'
yf-hwii-hwii
yf- be.striped- RDPL
'stripes'
[Roop, 1970, p. 76]
Interestingly, we find a construction of a nominalizer plus reduplicated adjectival
verb root here in yf-phwil-phwil'white thing' and yf-hwii-hwii'stripes', which also exists
in Serna Naga; see example (139), where the nominalizing prefix is followed by the
reduplicated verb root ze 'be big'.
(139) hipa-q6-ye anipa kizeze
DEM-PL-FOC leaves big:EMPH
'these are large leaves' (Serna Naga) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 150, glosses added]
The nominal forms derived by yf- are then ready to modify a noun as we can see
in (140) and as we would expect in the TB context. The adjectival verb roots may also be
additionally reduplicated just like in (138), or may be only be reduplicated and lack yf-
(for example,jiphj swiswj'red liquor' with swi'be red').
(140) bichwiyf-nylchwi
dress yf- be.green
'green dress'
aba yf-swi
month yf- be.new
'next month' [Roop, 1970, pp. 138/9]
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This yf- proclitic also attaches to nominal roots that are either bound morphemes
as in (141), or free morphemes as in (142), where it is interpreted to mark a
particularizing function.
(141) yf-ngiJ
yf- language
'language'
yf-kh;)
yf- side
'outside, side'
yf-si
yf- fruit
'fruit' [Roop, 1970, p. 75]
(142) yf-wrJdwi
yf- head/top
'top, tip'
yf-kukii
yf- oldeLbrother
'brothers'
yf-nyiza
yf- younger.brother
[Roop, 1970, p. 75]
There also are two 8- proclitics with different tones that have derivative functions,
but Roop states that "in comparison with the other proclitics, /yi-/ is far more common
and is, in modern Lisu, a productive form, while the others are not" (Roop, 1970, p. 75).
Quite similar in form and function is the prefix50 jP documented by Bradley
(2003).51 This prefix is not the main nominalizer of the language, but occurs frequently as
"an abstract nominalizer of a stative non-extentive verb", which I understand to be
adjectival verbs, and also as a "dummy prefix" rendering bound nominal roots free words
(Bradley, 2003, p. 230). Examples of both are taken from Bradley in (143).
50 I do not know if there is a phonological reason for why this "prefix" does not carry a hyphen in Bradley's
description. Likewise, in the examples in (145), which are copied without any modification from Bradley,
no hyphens are used. Bradley does use hyphens in the English glosses for noun plus object marker
combinations (the latter still with its individual tone), however, which makes it seem like jrs is less tightly
attached.
51 Bradley (2003: 222) mentions that all his examples are "from Flowery Lisu unless otherwise stated", but
does not specify where the variety of Flowery Lisu ofthe examples is spoken.
(143) jf5 jfl4
PREF name
'name'
jf5 ne44
PREF black
'blackness, the color black' . [Bradley, 2003, p. 230]
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Besides this jf5with its two functions, there also is the homophonous third person
animate pronounjt5 that may function as a possessive pronoun as well as in (144).
(144) jf5 jfl4
he/she name
'his/her name' [Bradley, 2003, p. 230]
The same homophony occurs in the variety of Flowery Lisu described by Roop,
where we find the following analogous example (145).
(145) yf hin
he house
'his house' [Roop, 1970,p. 132]
As in the Central Loloish language Lisu, in the Southern Loloish language Akha,
described by Hansson (2003), there also is a voiced alveopalatal fricative-initial}a- prefix
that derives adjectives from verbal roots as in (146).
(146) l)a-sjha
fish
'red fish'
j:rne
ja- be.red
phi-di j:rpjhli
skirt ja- be.white
'white skirt' [Hansson, 2003, p. 244]
6.1.2. NosulLolo (Northern Loloish)
From the Northern Loloish subgroup, I present data from Fu (1997), A descriptive
Grammar ofLola. This documentation of the Nosu variety includes the discussion ofa
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preverbal particle 2ko in the Pei-shan dialect, which occurs with main verbs, and derives
adverbs from adjectival verbs. 52 With this range of functions, we are not very close
anymore to the recurrent cluster of functions of nominalization. However, we will note
resemblances with other languages that were argued to have descendants of the PTB
nominalizer, which is why the following data are presented even though the connection to
the PTB nominalizer is highly speculative at this point.
The 2komain verb construction does not mark a clear semantic function it seems,
and might rather contrast with the 2ko-less construction for pragmatic reasons. Fu (1997)
writes, "when a verb is in the predicative position, it is often preceded by the particle 2ko"
(p. 116), or, later on, that one of the functions of preverbal 2ko is "[...] to mark its being in
the predicative position" (p. 121). This is a little odd because it is the default for verbs to
function as predicates, at least for agentive verbs. Let's look at some examples, (147) and
(148).
(147) 2tS] 2a Idz] 3ko
he there
'He plays there.'
2ko 3gm
2ko play
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
(148) 2tS] 2no 2SU 2bu 2ma 2bu
he Nosu (Lolo) character write
'He teaches the writing of Lolo characters.'
2ko 11J1a
2ko teach
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
Both (147) and (148) are in present tense and presumably generalized statements.
However, if we have a more complex predicate with a grammaticalized verb at the end
functioning as a tense marker, we can also get 2koas in (149), where Imimarks future.
52 Fu (1997) also mentions a "substantivizing particle" 'lau in the Ch'a-tsu dialect (p. 115), but doesn't
provide any examples.
(149) 2tS] 2nm 2ko
he you 2ko
'He will strike you.'
Indu Imi
strike FUT
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
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In (150), the example sentence is marked for some perfect or perfective aspect.
Again, 2koappears here in front of the predicate. An interesting observation is that 2ko
precedes the negative marker Ja.
(150) 2mo 21p 2ko Ja
sky 2ko NEG
'It has stopped raining.'
Jcijie 20
fall PF
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
According to Fu, 2ko generally precedes the negative marker, another example is
given in (151).
(151) 21]a 2ko Ja
Isg 2ko NEG
'I do not stand up'
Ihe
stand.up
[Fu, 1997, p. 116; glosses added]
2ko is not limited to statements, but may also occur in (yes/no) interrogative
sentences as example (152) shows. 53
(152) 2ko 2t~m
2ko be.right
'Right?'
2t~m
be.right
[Fu, 1997,p.122; glosses added]
In another section of his grammatical description, Fu discusses three ways of
forming imperatives, and states that using 2ko is the commonest. This is a little confusing,
as 2ko already gets used with statements and interrogatives as we saw above so that it
53 Forming interrogatives through reduplication of the verb is an established construction in Lolo (Fu, 1997,
p. 114).
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cannot be marking imperatives even if it occurs with them. Examples of imperative
sentences are given in (153) and (154).
(153) 2ko flu
2ko sit.down
'Sit down.'
2a IdZ] Jko
there
'Stand there!'
2ko Ihe
2ko stand
[Fu, 1997, p. 121; glosses added]
(154) 2a 2dZ] Jko
there
'Go there!'
2ko Jhe
2ko speak
'Speak!' [Fu, 1997, p. 185; glosses added]
The only difference between an imperative sentence and a statement might be that
imperatives do not allow an overt mentioning of the addressee, but that is just a
typological speculation. Also, the Southeast Asian context makes it likely that pronouns
are often left out in statements as well so that we may hypothesize that intonation could
play an important role in distinguishing between imperatives and statements.
It is possibly easier to understand why there would be a particle to mark the
predicative use of a verb in the case of adjectival verbs, which tend to occur as attributes
rather than predicates. Examples of adjectival predicates with 2koare provided in (155)
and (156).
(155) 2ve 2ve 2tS]2gcu
flower DEM
'These flowers are red.'
2ko 2a 2pe
2ko be.red
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
(156) Ja 2rp 2Z11I 2tsJ2ma 2ko Ind~a
girl this 2ko be.beautiful
'this girl is beautiful' [Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
However, the reason why we have seen adjectival predicates with our velar prefix
in other languages before was assumed to be due to a nominal predicate construction,
possibly evolved from a frequent association of the prefix plus adjectival verb root
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combination in attributive usage. Ifwe speculate about a connection between 2ko and our
velar prefix, it would not lead us very far to hypothesize that 2ko started out marking the
predicative use of adjectival verbs and then spread to be used with other verb types.
Instead, we should rely on pathways in syntactic change documented for other (TB)
languages, and, thus, could imagine a scenario where an originally marked, nominalized
verb form becomes the default main verb construction, which has been shown to be the
case in a number of TB languages by DeLancey (in press), and which is also what we
have seen in rGyalrong.
Another function of 2ko is to derive adverbs from adjectival verb roots. This is
shown by examples (157) and (158), where 2ko precedes the final adjectival verb that
functions as an adverb in the sentence.
(157) 2tS ] 2no 2su 3ho 3he 2ko 3mbo2d3z3mbo
he Nosu (Lolo) language say 2ko be.very.good
'He speaks Lolo very well.' [Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
(158) 2ve 2ve 2tS ] 2ma 2a 2pe 2ko lnc4a
flower this be.red 2ko be.beautiful
'This flower is beautifully red.' [Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
Although the function of deriving adverbs from adjectival verbs is not frequently
a part of the nominalization cluster typical for TB languages, we have seen this function
associated with our velar prefix before in Lamkang (Northern Kuki-Chin/Mizo-Kuki-
Chin).
It is worth mentioning that this preverbal 2ko particle only exists in the Pei-shan
variety ofNosu. The Pei-shan sentence (159), where 2ko again derives an adverb as seen
above, is analogous to sentences (160-2) in the Pai-mei, Ta-t'un and Ch'a-tsu varieties
respectively (where the subject is 'he' instead of 'the girl').
(159) 3a 21p 2zm 2ts ]2ma 2~
girl this laugh
'This girl laughs charmingly.'
2ko Ind{a
2ko be.beautiful
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
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(160) 2t9i 3ya 3ke 69io (Pai-mei)
he laugh 3k£ be.beautiful
(161) Ika 4 y£ 2do Ipi (Ta-t1un)
he laugh 2do be.beautiful
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
[Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
Iv£ If.
laugh I;;
3ts£ (Ch'a-tsu)
be.beautiful [Fu, 1997, p. 122; glosses added]
We see that only the Pai-mai variety also has a velar initial form here, the other
two varieties have alveolar or a1veo-palatal forms, so this 2koparticle is not actually
consistent in Nosu.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, two more functions of 2ko should be
mentioned, although it is not clear at all whether they are related to the preverbal 2ko
discussed so far. 54 First, there is a postverbal 2ko that appears to be derived from 3t 'm 2ko
'time' as the latter can still be used instead (Fu, 1997, pp. 177/8). This 2komarks the verb
of a temporal adverbial clause, and occurs after it, as we see in example (163).
(163) 2nm 2e 2ko 2bo 2ko 31)0 2d3121)gu 21)gU?
you have.gone 2ko think each.other
'When you have gone shall we think of each other?'
Second, there seems to be a complementizer 2ko introducing complement clauses
as we can see in examples (164) and (165).
54 Fu (1997, p. 121) appears to consider all of these functions to be associated with one and the same
morpheme.
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(164) 2ga 3he 2ko 2tS ] 2gw
I say 2ko these
'I said that these are not good.'
3a 3mbo
NEG be.good
[Fu, 1997, p. 175]
(165) 2ga 3SJ 2ko 2tS] pie 2d3Z2ggu
I know 2ko these love each.other
'I know that these two love each other.' [Fu, 1997, p. 175]
Neither the 2ko postverbally marking adverbial clauses, nor the 2ko
complementizer can be accounted for in a straightforward way by connecting them to
nominalization functions.
6.2. Summary
I am not arguing that the data discussed in this chapter reflect our *gV- prefix,
because the forms of the morphemes we are dealing with - palatal initials in Lisu
(Central Loloish) and Akha (Southern Loloish) and a preverbal particle 2ko in Nosu
(Northern Loloish) - cannot be readily related to the PTB velar prefix. They are included
nevertheless, because future research might reveal how those data can be related to *gV-.
Regarding the functions associated with the forms presented, we found Lisu
yf-/jP- marking action/event nominalization and derivation of adjectival modifiers
(which may also function as independent nouns, such as 'green thing' or 'blackness'),
which is homophonous with a third person pronominal/possessive prefix. Similarly, Akha
ja- derives adjectival modifiers from verbs.
Finally, data on the 2ko particle in the Pei-shan variety ofNosu were presented.
This particle seems to consistently precede the predicate of a sentence as if it was a verb
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or predicate marker, and derives deverbal adverbs. 55 If this 2koturned out to be related to
our velar prefix, it would probably be through a stage of having become the default main
verb construction.
55 In the case of adverbial modification with adverbs derived from verbs, the main verb was shown to
precede the deverbal adverb with the 2ko going inbetween the main verb and the derived adverb.
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CHAPTER VII
CHARACTERISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION OF *gV- REFLEXES:
FORMS, FUNCTIONS, CONSTRUCTIONS
The first part of this chapter is devoted to the summary of the evidence, which is
divided into a discussion of the distribution and characteristics of formal reflexes of *gV-
in §7.1.l, a discussion ofthe distribution of functions in §7.1.2, and a report on the
distribution of the a-gV- and the gV- ... -pa constructions in §7.1.3.
The second and third parts of this chapter briefly discuss two case studies
concerning form types that are argued to have the potential of getting linked to the *gV-
nominalizer in the course of future research:
First, two velar suffixes and one postverbal velar particle, where the potential
connection to *gV- still lacks the explanation of how these forms can be in the 'wrong'
syntactic slot in §7.2. And second, prefixes with a palatal onset, where a palatalization
process would have to be hypothesized in §7.3.
7.1. Summary and Discussion of the Evidence
7.1.1. Characteristics and Distribution ofForm Variation
In the majority of Tibeto-Burman languages that have a prefix descending from
*gV-, the reflex of I*gl is the voiceless unaspirated stop Ik/. Within the Central TB Sal
group, the Bodo-Koch subgroup includes languages that have a Igl reflex, although Ik/ is
also represented in this subgroup (§3.5). There also is a Ik~khl alternation in Tangkhul
(Central TB, see §3.3), as well as a Ikhl onset in the fossilized circumfix form kh:J-... -kpa
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in the Western Kiranti language Dumi (§4.2). Lastly, there is the exception of the
epiglottal stop [1] in Daai Chin (Mizo-Kuki-Chin, see §3.4), which is considered a reflex
of I*gl in our prefix as the closely related Mro language has a velar initial prefix
comparable in distribution to the Daai Chin prefix, and the prefixes of both languages are
closely associated with the typical nominalization cluster of functions. We can assume
that debuccalization moved the velar to an epiglottal stop.
I suggest to reconstruct the voiced Igl for our *gV- prefix based on Matisoffs
(2003, pp. 134 ff.) reconstruction of the adjectival prefix with a Igl onset. Future research
will hopefully make evidence from individual languages available showing that PTB Igl
systematically changed to the specific reflex in a certain language.
Vowels in the prefix are typically copy vowels of the following vowel in the first
syllable of the root, or reduced vowels, mostly schwa. But there are also other vowels
represented in the prefix, which cannot be readily accounted for, such as le~a! in Karbi
(§3.l), Iii in Garo (Sal, see §3.5) and possibly Tiddim Chin (Northern Kuki-Chin, see
§3.4), lei in the Eastern Kiranti language Limbu (§4.l.l), and Ia! in other Eastern Kiranti
languages (§4.1.2-4). There do not seem to exist patterns in the distribution of prefix
vowels.
Besides the overall inventory of onset and vowel reflexes, an interesting issue to
discuss in this summary is the case of form alternations within a prefix of a certain
language, which occur both in vowels and consonants.
The only language that is listed with an onset alternation in the summary tables
provided in Appendix B is Tangkhul with Ik~kh/. This aspiration alternation is a purely
phonological one in Tangkhul, which is conditioned by obstruent-initial (triggering
unaspirated Ik/) versus non-obstruent-initial (triggering unaspirated Ikhl) verb roots.
However, we have also seen the case of the Jinghpaw (Sal, see §3.5) g;J- ~ k;J- alternation
that was found to sort out in a meaningful way, as only the k;J- prefix turned out to be a
reflex of *gV- as determined by syntactic distributions.
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There is another consonantal alternation that occurs in Garo, the only language
where an apparent reflex of the prefix has a coda consonant, but this can be ascribed to an
assimilation process to the verb root onset.
Vowel alternations in the reflexes include cases based on phonology as well as on
semantics/pragmatics. Besides the case of copy vowels that follow a transparent complete
assimilation rule, there is at least one other case, namely Karbi (§3.l), where a vowel
alternation between ka- - ke- has been explained on phonological grounds, but following
a more opaque pattern seemingly based on syllable structure.
Synchronically meaningful vowel alternations are found in the Southern Kuki-
Chin language Mro (§3.5) and in both dialects of the Qiang/Northeastern TB language
rGyalrong (§5.1.1, 5.1.2). In both cases, the alternation is between a low vowel /a-u-A!
and a schwa. Even though the low vowel in Mro only functions as a participant
nominalizer, and in rGyalrong the whole range of nominalization functions is associated
actually with both prefixes (marking a semanto-pragmatic distinction characterized by
+/- control and +/- human), there is a commonality between the two languages: Adjective
derivation gets exclusively marked by the schwa alternant. An idea expressed by Scott
DeLancey (personal communication, May 2009) is that the vowel alternation could
reflect two different constructions, whereby the k;J- form could come from *gV-, but the
prefix with the full low vowel /a-u-A! could be a fused form of an original prefix
sequence, the velar prefix plus a synchronically existent /a/ prefix related to transitivity
marking.
7.1.2. Characteristics and Distributions ofFunctions
This section summarizes and discusses characteristics and distributions of
derivational functions first, then of clausal nominalization, and, lastly, of the more
general function of verb citation marking.
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7.1.2.1. Derivational Functions
For derivational functions, the scope is the single word, more specifically, the
verb. In the order of frequency or prominence of the respective function, the case of
participant nominalization in §7.1.2.1.1, adjectival modification in §7.1.2.1.2,
action/event nominalization in §7.1.2.1.3, and adverb derivation in §7.1.2.1.4 are
discussed below.
7.1.2.1.1. Participant norninalization.
Participant nominalization is the only function of *gV- reflexes attested in all
three branches, where we found evidence of the prefix: in almost all CTB subgroups
(with the exception of Serna Naga, and restricted to Dimasa within Sal), in Eastern
Kiranti (WTB), and in rGyalrong (NETB).
In both Tangkhul (CTB) and Eastern Kiranti, participant nominalization is marked
by the gV- ... -pa construction, whereas in all other languages, it is the prefix alone. In
Limbu and Belhare (Eastern Kiranti), the -pa as the unmarked, masculine form of the
derived noun alternates with -rna for a marked, feminine form. In the other two Eastern
Kiranti languages looked at, Athpare and Camling, the -pa is optional. It is argued that
the -pa has become optional, since the g V- ... -pa construction appears to be old and
reconstructable to at least Proto-Western-TB, probably PTE.
Participant nominalization is the cover term for agent and patient nominalization.
In most of my sources, only examples of agent nominalization could be found, which
mayor may not mean that *gV- is not involved in the derivation of patient nouns in these
languages. Examples that show *gV- to derive patient nouns as well are specifically
reported only for Daai Chin (Mizo-Kuki-Chin) and Limbu (Eastern Kiranti), as well as
rGyalrong (NETB), where the distinction between agent and patient noun derivation is
encoded in the schwa (SIA argument) versus full low vowel/a~ul (0 argument)
alternation.
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We may also note that in the Northern Kuki-Chin language Lamkang and in the
Southern Kuki-Chin language Daai Chin, there seems to be a consistent pattern of
(possibly obligatorily) adding an incorporated 0 argument or a verbal complement.
7.1.2.1.2. Derivation ofadjectival modifiers.
The derivation of adjectival modifiers is the second-most prominent function of
*gV- reflexes. In CTB, it is the one function that is found in all the subgroups. Dimasa
(Sal) and Karbi distinguish between two adjective constructions: An indefinite
construction, where the emphasis is on the head noun ('a black cloth') and a definite
construction, where the emphasis is on the adjective, which then can be defined as the
semantic and syntactic head ('a black cloth').
In both languages, the indefinite construction is the unmarked construction in that
it is marked by the prefix only, and the definite construction is the marked one, taking the
form a-gV- in Karbi and gV- ... -pa in Dimasa. The marked definite construction is
probably derived from an appositive construction'a cloth, a black one'.
Another characteristic of adjectival modification observed in CTB is that there is a
tendency for adjectival modifiers to follow the head noun, whereas relative clauses tend
to precede the head noun, which is schematized in Table 8.
Table 8 - Constituent Order within Adjectival Attribution vs. RCs
AcUectival Attribution
Relative Clause
Position 1
Noun [HEAD]
Modifier [DEP]
Position 2
Modifier [DEP]
Noun [HEAD]
Aside from CTB, adjectival modification by means of our prefix is not found in
Eastern Kiranti, but it is found in rGyalrong, where only the schwa alternant derives
adjectival modifiers (although all other forms seem to exploit the vowel alternation for
semanto-pragmatic purposes).
As noted before (§3.9), the occurrence of *gV- on numerals and indefinite
quantifiers is mentioned in this study as well as it is hypothesized that in those languages,
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the *gV- used to (if it does not still) derive deverbal nominal modifiers, and that per
extension, our prefix appeared on those word classes that equally function as nominal
modifiers. Numerals beginning with a velar stop initial syllable are found in Tangkhul
(although only ordinal numbers), in Miju (numbers one to six), and in Cogtse rGyalrong
(evidence of numbers one to seven as well as nine). Likewise, indefinite quantifiers with
a putatively extended *gV- reflex are found in Tenyidie, Tangkhul, and Serna Naga as
well as in Meithei (see introduction to §3), where, however, no other data evidencing our
prefix could be gathered from a very thorough grammar (Chelliah, 2003). It would be
interested to search for our prefix in the old literary records of the language.
7.1.2.1.3. Action/event nominalization.
Action/event nominalization is the logically most basic function, as all it does is,
in fact, derive a syntactically nominal form from a verb. This function is associated with
reflexes of *gV- in some Central TB subgroups and in rGyalrong of QianglNortheastem
TB. In particular, we find it in Karbi, Tangkhul, Lamkang (Mizo-Kuki-Chin), and
possibly in Tenyidie of the Central TB group. Both Karbi and Tangkhul feature two
action/event nominalization constructions, a general one and one for the derivation of
abstract nouns. The general derivation construction takes the simple prefix form, whereas
the abstract nominalization construction is the marked one, employing the a-gV- double
prefixation strategy in Karbi, but a g V-... -t circumfix form in Tangkhul.
Although we certainly reconstruct this most general function for the proto form
*gV-, we did not find it widely attested in the family in this study. We have to assume
that in languages, in which this function is not productive anymore synchronically,
another nominalizer must have at some point become more dominant or general and
(over time) replaced the *gV- prefix for the nominalization ofverbs, so that *gV-
specialized in its functional range.
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7.1.2.1.4. Derivation ofAdverbs.
Adverb derivation does not belong to the typically reported cluster of functions of
nominalization. But it seems like it could be related to it, since adverbs are modifiers just
like adjectives. Adverb derivation is included here as there might be a case ofthis
function in Lamkang, although this needs to be confirmed by future research.
7.1.2.2. Clausal Nominalization
Clausal nominalization refers to whole clauses functioning as NPs. This may
include subordinate clauses like relative, complement, or adverbial clauses, but has more
recently also been shown to be a common source for new main/finite verb constructions
in TB (see DeLancey, in press).
7.1. 2. 2.1. Relative Clause Nominalization.
Nominalizing clauses so they can function as nominal modifiers to head nouns is the
typical way of creating relative clauses in TB (Matisoff, 1972, DeLancey, 2005).
Therefore, the distinction between relative clauses and adjectival modifiers, which
essentially are nominalized verbs, is much less clear than in Indo-European, for example,
where those functions are based on substantially different constructions.
As pointed out in the section on adjectival modification (§7.1.2.1.1; Table 8), TB
languages tend to have a consistent pattern of constituent ordering of head noun and
nominal modifier, where adjectival modifiers follow their head noun, but relative clauses
precede their head noun. In at least one language, this syntactic means of constituent
ordering is the only way those two functions are distinguished, cf. Tenyidie (CTB, see
§3.2).
Apart from Tenyidie, relative clauses are formed by means of nominalization with
our prefix in Karbi (CTB), Tangkhul (CTB), the Mizo-Kuki-Chin languages Larnkang
and possibly Tiddim Chin (CTB) as well as in rGyalrong (NETB).
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In rGyalrong, the vowel alternation in the prefix seems to mark a semanto-
pragmatic distinction as discussed for most other functions, although the exact
interpretation does not appear to be clear.
Lastly, another interesting typological fact is that Tangkhul actually has another
relative clause construction, which is a headless relative clause, marked by our prefix as
well as by reduplication of the verb root.
7.1.2.2.2. Complement and Adverbial Clause Nominalization.
Complement and adverbial clauses are less often based on a *gV- nominalization
construction than relative clauses. We find both in Karbi, Tenyidie and at least *gV-
nominalized adverbial clauses in Tangkhul (all CTB) as well as in rGyalrong.
Also, as there are various types of both complement and adverbial clauses, we
could note that complement and adverbial clauses are not always uniformly based on the
same *gV- nominalization construction; data from Karbi show that. However, a lot of
grammatical descriptions consulted also simply did not seem to get to the necessary
details regarding subordination types.
7.1.2.2.3. Main Verb Constructions.
Main verb constructions based on nominalization with *gV- could only be found
in CTB including Karbi, Tangkhul, and the Mizo-Kuki-Chin language Lamkang.
First, in Karbi (§3.1), this construction marks the progressive aspect,_ In Tangkhul
(§3.3), a very specialized construction translating into English as 'not only ... but also'
appears to be based on *gV- nominalization. Finally, Larnkang (§3.4) has developed a
main clause construction with *gV- which yields an existential/locative clause featuring a
the nominalized stative copula.
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7.1.2.3. Verb Citation Form
At least in Tangkhul (CTB,see §3.3) and rGyalrong (NETB, see §5.1.1-2) as well
as seemingly in Karbi (CTB), our prefix marks the verb citation form. For a moment, we
can pretend not to know anything about these languages and learn from Matisoff (1972)
that, "as a general rule of thumb applicable throughout the Tibeto-Burman family,
whenever one discovers the particle used in verb citation, one can be sure of having
discovered the most important nominalizer of the language ... " (p. 248). In reality, of
course, we already know that in these languages, the respective velar prefixes mark the
whole range of nominalization functions. These languages are also the ones that have
developed a main verb construction based on nominalization (which is the case for
Lamkang as well, although in Lamkang it is only a very specialized main verb
construction restricted to one specific nominalized copula).
7.1.3. Distribution and Characteristics o/the a-gV- and gV- ... -pa Constructions
Most instances of the a-gV- and g V- ... -pa constructions, two for each, are found
in CTB (§3.9), where we find three instances involved in the derivation of adjectival
modifiers, the most prominent function associated with our prefix in Central TB, and one
involved in the derivation of participant nouns, the second most prominent function in
CTB. In addition, data from Kiranti (WTB) show that gV- ... -pa is the only construction
featuring our prefix in this branch of TB, although Athpare and Camling do not require
the suffix part (anymore). The function of gV- ... -pa in Kiranti is also the derivation of
participant nouns.
Table 9 summarizes the distribution of functions associated with the
constructions. The Southern Kuki-Chin (Mro and Daai Chin) instance ofa-gV- is put in
square brackets as it is still analyzable into the two components of derivation of adjectival
modifiers by means of the velar prefix, and nominalization of those by means of the a-
prefix.
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Table 9 - Distribution of Functions Associated with the a-gV- and g V- ... -pa
Constructions
Adjectival Modifier Participant ActionlEvent
Construction Nominalization Nominalization
1-Karbi (definite) (CTB) 1-Karbi (abstract
a-gV- 2-[Southern Kuki-Chin (adjective nouns) (CTB)
nominalization) (CTB)l
gV-...-pa 1-Dimasa (definite) (CTB) 1-Tangkhul (CTB)2-Kiranti (WTB)
As noted in §2.5, a- and most probably -pa as well can be reconstructed to
nominalizers in PTB just like our *gV-, which makes the two constructions look like
double nominalization constructions. Future research may be able to provide a historical
syntactic account for how the constructions evolved.
7.2. The Case of Postverbal Velar Nominalizers
Looking through the data, we find cases of velar nominalizers that cover functions
like the ones discussed in this thesis with one problem: instead of prefixes, they occur
postverbally. More peculiarly, among Northeast Indian Tibeto-Burman languages, there
is the case of Rabha and also Garo, where we find nominalizing velar suffixes that look
conspicuously familiar considering the velar prefixes in other Sal and especially B-K
languages.
In Rabha, the suffix -kai nominalizes verbs, and derives adjectival modifiers as we
see in (166).
(166) relJ-kai bok-kai
go-NMLZ white-ATTR
'(the) going' 'white cat'
(Rabha; B-K) [Joseph, 2007, pp. 620-6]
milJku
cat
Similarly, we recognize a familiar-looking suffix -gip-a in Garo that productively
nominalizes verbs as in (167), where it is followed by the accusative marker -ko. We
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have to keep in mind that Garo still has seven intransitive verb roots (see §3.5) that start
out with frozen allomorphs of our *gV- prefix, one being exactly gip-.
(167) Ra·-sot-gip-a-ko nik-a-ming. '(I) saw the butcher.'
(Garo; B-K) [Burling, 2004, p. 293]
Lastly, also in Serna Naga where we recognized our prefix in adjectival forms in
§3.6 above, we also find a post-verbal velar element kewthat appears to derive nominal
modifiers from verbs with active semantics as in (168).
(168) /i-no axati iyiqj kew kiceJu
She-ERG fruit fall kew collect
'she collected the fruit that has fallen' [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 85]
As these suffixes in Rabha, Garo, and Serna Naga look as if they could be related
to our prefixes in form and function, we would like to identify a plausible syntactic
mechanism that could tum our nominalizing prefix into a suffix.
A preliminary hypothesis could be derived from two examples from Tenyidie
(Angami Naga). In (169) (repeated from §3.5), we see a relative clause whose
nominalized verb is a copular element.
(169) [kf-nu kj-ba} tepm u ...
house-LoC *gV·YM dog the
'The dog that is in the house ... ' [Herring, 1991, p. 58]
Now if we look at (170), we notice that the same copular element from (169)
functions as an auxiliary here, but still receives the nominalizing prefix that marks the
predicate as a whole, which is le kj-ba containing the bare stem of the lexical verb 'to
think' as well as the nominalized auxiliary/copula.
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(170) [mhiJ le k;J-bij themie u
thing think *gV-VM man the
'The man who thinks' [Herring, 1991, p. 57]
Our preliminary hypothesis could then be a historical process of syntactic change,
whereby the combination of nominalizing prefix plus copular element gets reanalyzed as
a new nominalizing suffix. This hypothesis could also explain why the suffixes -kai, -gip-
a in Rabha and Garo, and the postverbal particle keware either monosyllabic with a
dipthong or disyllabic instead of just having a reduced vowel as has been the case in the
velar prefixes.
7.3. The Case of NominaIizing Prefixes with Palatal Onsets
We have seen prefixes with palatal onsets in Lisu (Central Loloish, Southeastern
TB) and Akha (Southern Loloish, Southeastern TB) discussed in §6.1.1. These data were
suggested not to consider as reflexes of our *gV- prefix, as this would require evidence of
a mechanism that triggered the change, which could not be found.
Another case of a prefix with a palatal initial associated with functions of the
typical nominalization cluster is the QiangiclNortheastern TB language Qiang (see
LaPolla & Huang, 2003; LaPolla, 2003b). It is a voiceless palatal affricate in Qiang in a
prefix with a copy vowel, represented as ~V-. 56 This prefix occurs in a main verb
construction marking the continuative aspect (i.e., translating into the English adverbs
'still' and 'yet' or 'V a little longer') or prospective aspect (i.e., 'still want tolbe going to
V') (LaPolla & Huang, 2003, pp. 175 ff.).
More conspicuously, we get it in verbs inside of adverbial clauses as in (171),
where the genitive suffix clearly indicates that the verb form is nominalized, and the only
56 This prefix is homophonous with the prohibitive marker (LaPolla & Huang, 2003, p. 175). Note that
Wood (2008, p. 92) reconstructs a negative copula *g.?yfor Proto-Bodo-Garo (see Appendix A, §6).
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other grammatical marker besides the f¥ V- prefix is a ma- negative prefix, which most
likely does not have a derivative force.
(171) qa stuaha ma-f¥i-f¥h;;J-f¥J jap;;J xU;;J]a
IsG rice NEG-CON-eat-GEN hand wash
'Before I eat, I wash my hands.' [LaPolla & Huang, 2003, p. 241]
We also find this prefix associated with adjective marking5?, adding a sense of 'to
a relative degree', as exemplified in (172).58
(172) fJ;a-wa
cON-big
'relatively big'
fJ;a-njiq
cON-black
'relatively black'
ma-fJ;a-xtsa
NEG-CON-small
'not so small'
[LaPolla & Huang, 2003, p. 214]
The f¥ V- prefix also occurs in a construction prefixing onto a copula following a
nominalized main verb (LaPolla & Huang, 2003, p. 194), which would be an interesting
construction to look at if this prefix turned out to be a reflex of *gV-.
Finally, example (173) shows that there is a -k;;Jpa suffix (see the Sal language
Garo's -gipa nominalizer (cf. §7.2) and the fossilized kh;;J-. .. -kpa in the Western Kiranti
language Dumi in §4.2).
57 It is worth pointing out that LaPolla & Huang (2003) consider the two functions of continuative aspect
marking and adjective marking linked to the same morpheme, and not as two homophonous morphemes, as
he says, "the continuative aspect marker ... used in the comparative construction ... has the effect of a
relative degree marking adverb with the sense of 'relatively adjective' or 'even more adjective' ... " (p.
213/4).
58 Note also that superlatives are marked by f¥i- as in f¥i-fi 'whitest' f¥i-xtsa' smallest', which might be
parallel to superlative marking by means of ke- in Tenyidie (Kuolie, 2006, 117), a language with a robust
*gV- prefix, see §3.2.
(173) (qaq;1i)-f¥;1u-la i-P;1-k-;1S q;1:J qa
IS0.REFL-home-Loc DIR-arrive-go-NMLz before Iso
icf¥imaqa
often
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;1-je-sa
one-two-sentences
roi-k;1pa
call-HABIT: Iso
'Before returning to my own home, I often call out a few sentences.'
[LaPolla & Huang, 2003, p. 171]
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
This thesis has presented robust evidence of the existence of a velar nominalizing
prefix in Western TB and QianglNortheastern TB as well as in the residual category of
Central TB, which is likely to get reclassified as more than only one TB branch with
advances in the documentation of TB languages. The only branch, where no data of clear
evidence could be found, is Southeastern TB, a branch that has mostly become isolating
as it has lost the inherited PTB morphology more generally.
The data have shown that the PTB 'adjectival prefix' (§ 1.1) cannot be reasonably
isolated from other functions of nominalization in the languages as presented in this
thesis. The only plausible explanation of the widespread occurrence of this 'adjectival
prefix' along with its use for other functions typically associated with nominalization in
TB is that we are in fact dealing with a nominalizer at the stage of PTB that has
developed to mark clusters of functions in the various languages, different for different
languages but always with recurrent elements.
There is quite a number of issues addressed briefly throughout this thesis and
emerging now as we draw a conclusion that await further study in future research. On the
TB historical-comparative side, the relationship between our *gV- nominalizer, the TB
genitive velar suffix (e.g. -kyiin Classical Tibetan (WTB), -kiin Meithei (CTB», and the
TB velar copula (e.g. giin Tshangla (WTB), ka in Tani (WTB» would be interesting to
explore. A nominalization-genitive syncretism59 exists in the Western TB language
Chantyal's -wa suffix, where the genitive is argued to have developed from a nominalizer
59 Cf. Matisoffs (1972) famous article on 'Lahu nominalization, relativization, and genitivization'.
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through the stage of relative clause marking (as an extension of nominal modifier
marking, which is essentially the same explanation used in the present study for the
occurrence of *gV- on numerals and quantifiers) as argued by Noonan (1997). An
example for the close relationship between nominalizers and copulas in TB is the fact that
*wayis reconstructed as both a nominalizer and a copula by Matisoff (2003, pp.
645,660).
Another TB historical-comparative project that remains for future study is to
come up with a plausible scenario of the historical pathways that created the a-gV- and
g V- ... -pa constructions referenced in this thesis. Also, language-specific projects would
be to see if the Tangkhul g V- ... -t construction for the derivation of abstract nouns and the
the to-gV- construction in Cogtse rGyalrong for the derivation of patient nouns can be
traced back to their origins.
Another construction to explore not only of interest for TB studies, but also with a
more general typological implication is reduplication. Data presented here show that
reduplication creates the headless relative clause construction in Tangkhul (§3.3), as well
as appears to exist in Serna Naga (§3 .6) and in Lisu (§6.1.1) in an adjective modification
construction although the functional effect is unknown. We do know, however, that in
Lisu, a reduplicated verb root without further marking behaves syntactically nominal -
which might have developed from an original nominalizer plus reduplicated verb root
construction.
These are only a few research directions that can be taken from here. It seems like
the systematic study of nominalization in Tibeto-Burman has just begun, and many
questions about the relationships between functions have not been answered yet, others
have not even been possible to ask yet. It is my hope that this thesis will constitute a
valuable point of reference for future research.
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APPENDIX A
DATA OF VELAR PREFIXES WITH PUTATIVELY
UNRELATED FUNCTIONS
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1. EXHORTATIVE
1.1. Nocte (Konyak; Sal; Central TB )
(no other data on velar prefixes, not with adj or infinitive)
(A1) kha-cha/ye/e 'Let us eat.'
kha-boan-tong-e 'Let us take a rest.'
kha-cen-ka-a 'Let him go.'
(Nocte; Konyak; Sal) [Das Gupta, 1971, p. 27]
1.2. Sulung (Sherdukpen, Bugun/Khoa, Sulung, Lishpa; Western TB)
(no other data on velar prefixes)
Exhortative 'let' with ki(see Tayen, 1990)
2. CAUSATIVE
2.1. Tangsa (Konyak; Sal; Central TB)
(no other data on velar prefixes)
(A2) naosa-ra satha
child eats
'The child eats.'
(Jogli/Yogly dialect of Tangsa; Konyak; Sal; Central TB)
[Das Gupta, 1980, p. 32]
(A3) anyiao-ra nao-ma ka-sai-tha
mother child ka-eat
'the mother feeds the child'
(Jogli/Yogly dialect of Tangsa; Konyak; Sal; Central TB)
[Das Gupta, 1980, p. 32]
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(A4) kimrang khomta
horse walk
'the horse walks'
(Jogli/Yogly dialect of Tangsa; Konyak; Sal; Central TB)
[Das Gupta, 1980, p. 32]
(AS) nga kimrang ka-khom-ta-Iak
I horse ka-walk
'I make the horse walk'
(Jogli/Yogly dialect of Tangsa; Konyak; Sal; Central TB)
[Das Gupta, 1980, p. 32]
2.2. Daai Chin (SK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(velar prefix associated with participant nominalization, adjectival modifiers, a-
gV- construction)
"With descriptive verbs, k- adds an intensive or causative meaning; with intransitive
verbs, k- makes the verb transitive, causative, or directive." (Hartmann, 2001b, p. 130)
(A6) sang 'be right' k-sang 'take one's part'
biili 'be/do wrong' k-biili 'blame'
sim pyak 'fall apart' k-sim k-pyak 'destroy'
pha 'arrive' k-pha 'catch up/cause to arrive'
(Daai Chin; SK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Hartmann, 2001 b, p. 130]
3. REFLEXIVE
3.1. Tiddim Chin (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- also marking reciprocals, passives and benefactives, possibly relative clauses
as well)
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'''ki-' with a following indicative verb form usually calls for translation by what are
frequently called 'passive' or 'reflexive' constructions in English." (Henderson, 1965, p.
97)
(A7) baibek gual +nuam lua ki-sa in
r.v.bulbul enjoy.oneself so.much ki-feel FP
'the red-vented bulbul was enjoying himself so excessively'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 97]
(A8) ka ki-sat kha
1:EXCL ki-hit:IND be.bitter:IND
[to hit oneself by mistake]
'1 hit myself by mistake'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 99]
3.2. Mro (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(there are two velar prefix reflexes of *gV- in Mro, one marking adjectival
modifiers and occurring in a-gV- construction, the other one deriving participant
nouns; regarding putatively unrelated functions, it marks reflexives, reciprocals,
and verbalization)
(A9) msyn 'decorate' ka-msyn 'make oneself beautiful'
mshie 'wash' ka-mshie 'wash oneself
(Mro; SK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Hartmann, 2001a, p. 137]
4. RECIPROCAL
4.1. Tenyidie/Angami Naga (Central TB)
(Tenyidie ke- also marks participant nominalization, derives adjectival modifiers,
and occurs on verbs in relative, complement, and adverbial clauses, as well as on
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quantifiers; regarding putatively umelated functions, ke- marks reciprocals and
verbalization)
(AIO) ke-si 'to know each other' (si'to know')
ke-se 'to meet each other' (se 'to meet')
ke-prf 'to fear each other' (prf'to fear')
ke-ts~ 'to give to each other' (ts~ 'to give')
(Tenyidie (Angami Naga); Central TB) [Kuolie, 2006, p. 123]
4.2. Tiddim Chin (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- also marking benefactives, passives and reflexives, possibly relative clauses
as well)
(All) ki-it ni
ki-Iove:IND IMP: 1PL:INCL
'let us love one another'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 99]
(AI2) amau gel a-ki-it-uh hi
3PL REFL 3-ki-Iove:IND-3PL FP
'they love one another'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 99]
4.3. Siyin (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(no other velar prefixes found)
Stem, 1984: Reciprocal marker ki-.
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4.4. Mro (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(there are two velar prefix reflexes of *gV- in Mro, one marking adjectival
modifiers and occurring in a-gV- construction, the other one deriving participant
nouns; regarding putatively umelated functions, it marks reflexives, reciprocals,
and verbalization)
(AB) ho ·speak' kaho 'speak with each other'
mkon 'answer' kamkon 'discuss'
khei 'love' kakhei 'love each other'
(Mro; SK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Hartmann, 200la, p. 137]
4.5. Thadou (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- occurs with reciprocals, verbalization, and passives)
(AI4) ki-hlep 'deceive' i-ki-hlep 'deceive each other'
ki-mrJ 'see' i-ki-mrJ 'see each other'
ki-pom 'embrace' i-ki-pom 'embrace each other'
ki-tAn 'be cut' i-ki-tAn 'cut each other'
ki-thii? 'revenge' i-ki-thii? 'to take revenge on each other'
(Thadou; NK-C; Mizo.Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Krishan, 1980, p. 62]
i- optional if -to? is suffixed:
(A15) (i-)ki-sJ1-to? 'to wash each other'
(i-)ki-zap-to? 'to fan each other'
(i-)ki-16-to? 'to resemble each other'
(Thadou; NK-C; Mizo.Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Krishan, 1980, p. 62]
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4.6. Athpare (Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB)
(Athpare ka- also marks participant nominalization in the g V- ... -pa construction)
"[The reciprocal participle] is formed by inserting the AP formant /ka-I between the
reduplicated stem. A reciprocal action is expressed by the participle together with the
verb Ica-I 'eat', which functions as a reflexive-reciprocal auxiliary" (Ebert, 1997a, p.
80)
(A16) ani hup-ka-hup cay-i-e
weep!) embrace-AP-embrace Aux:REFL:PB-1I2-PT
'we embraced each other'
(Athpare; Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB) [Ebert, 1997a, p. 79]
(A17) unci lem-ga-lem u-cay-e
they beat-AP-beat 3A/s-AUX:REFL:PB-PT
'they beat each other'
(Athpare; Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB) [Ebert, 1997a, p. 79]
(A18) unci-lJa
they-oBL
misen ni-ga-ni
acquaintance knoW-AP-know
o-co-mett-u-ci-ci
3A1s-AUX:REFL:3u-CAUS-3u-3NS.U-NPT:[COPY]
'they make them introduce each other'
(Athpare; Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB) [Ebert, 1997a, p. 79]
4.7. Belhare (Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB)
(Belhare ka- also marks participant nominalization in the g V- ... -pa construction)
"Reciprocity is expressed by V-ka- V or V-kabila with the auxiliary cama. The
construction with -kabila incorporates a benefactive notion, cf. han-ka-han or han-kabila
cama 'to distribute among each other (from han-ma 'to distribute'), but tha tok-ka-tok vs
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*tha tok-kabila carna 'to know each other (from tha tok-rna 'to know')." (Bickel, 2003, p.
561)
(A19) han-ka-han han-kabila cama
distribute-ka-distribute distribute-RcPR AUX
'distribute among each other' id.
(Belhare; Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB)
[Bickel, 2003, p. 561; glosses added]
(A20) tha + tok-ka-tok *tha + tok-kablJa cama
know-ka-know
'know each other'
(Belhare; Eastern Kiranti; Kiranti; Western TB)
[Bickel, 2003, p. 561; glosses added]
5. VERBALIZATION
5.1. Tenyidie/Angami Naga (Central TB)
(Tenyidie ke- also marks participant nominalization, derives adjectival modifiers,
and occurs on verbs in relative, complement, and adverbial clauses, as well as on
quantifiers; regarding putatively unrelated functions, ke- marks reciprocals and
verbalization)
(A21) ke-the+mie 'to treat a person honorably' (the+mie 'man')
ke-the+nil 'to behave like a woman' (the +nil 'woman')
ke-segu6 'to have many children like a crab' (segu6'crab')
ke-mtso 'to put on beautiful costumes' (retso'decoration')
(Tenyidie (Angami Naga); Central TB) [Kuolie, 2006, p. 124]
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5.2. Thadou (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- occurs with reciprocals, verbalization, and passives)
"[ ... ] a bound morpheme ki-, also used as neuter marker [... ] is prefixed to the noun base
or a bound form. These roots are always transitive." (Krishan, 1980, p. 59)
(A22) 16i 'friend' ki-16i 'to accompany'
vap 'lap' ki-vap 'to carry (in lap)'
thAt 'killing' ki-tMt'to commit suicide'
16m 'request' ki-tim 'to request'
-cat 'fear' ki-cat 'to fear'
(Thadou; NK-C; Mizo.Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Krishan, 1980, p. 59]
5.3. Mro (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(there are two velar prefix reflexes of *gV- in Mro, one marking adjectival
modifiers and occurring in a-gV- construction, the other one deriving participant
nouns; regarding putatively unrelated functions, it marks reflexives, reciprocals,
and verbalization)
(A23) (a)the 'fruit' k-the 'bear fruit'
(a)pau 'flower' k-pau 'flowerlblossom'
(Mro; SK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Hartmann, 2001a, p. 136]
6. NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE
(cf. Wood (2008, p. 92) Proto-Boro-Garo negative copula *g~.0
6.1. Serna Naga (Central TB)
(velar prefix also marks adjectival modifiers and occurs on quantifiers)
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Negative imperatives contain postverbal -ke, which is not present in other inflections
such as past tense in (23), habitual aspect in (24), progressive aspect in (25), and with the
modal to express ability in (26).
(A24) eli
cli-la
cli-ke-la
'eat/ate'
'eat!'
'do not eat!'
cli-pe 'cause to eat!'
cli-pe-ke-wi-la 'do not cause to eat!'
(Serna Naga; Central TB) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 117]
(A25) cli-wa
cli-ma-we
'ate'
'did not eat'
(Serna Naga; Central TB) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 117]
(A26) cli-ceni 'eats (habitually)'
cli-cema 'does not eat (habitually)'
(Serna Naga; Central TB) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 117]
(A27) eli-ani 'is/was eating'
eli-ama 'is/was not eating'
(Serna Naga; Central TB) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 117]
(A28) cli-luwe
cli-mlawe
'could eat'
'could not eat'
cli-mla / cli-lumla 'cannot eat'
(Serna Naga; Central TB) [Sreedhar, 1980, p. 117]
6.2. Miju (Central TB)
(velar prefix also marks participant nominalization, derives adjectival modifiers,
and occurs on numbers one to six)
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Velar suffix marking negative imperatives:
"[The negative imperative] is also expressed by inserting kalkai between the verb and the
tense suffixes for recent future." (Das Gupta, 1977, p. 32)
(A29) hinglung wan thal-ka-yu 'Do not break the glass!'
tai-ka-yu 'Do not go!'
(Miju;Mishmi; Central TB) [Das Gupta, 1977, p. 32]
7. BENEFACTIVE
7.1. Tiddim Chin (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- also marking passives, reciprocals and reflexives, possibly also relative clauses)
"With a following subjunctive verbal form the sense to be conveyed by the translation is
that of an action performed for or on behalf of someone else." (Henderson, 1965, p. 99)
(A30) sial ki-go pen
mithan ki-kill:sUBJ FP
'the mithan that was killed'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 99]
(A31) hausapa sial a-ki-gawh hi
headman mithan 3-ki-kill:sUBJ FP
'a mithan was killed for the headman'
(Tiddim Chin; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Henderson, 1965, p. 99]
8. PASSIVE
8.1. Tiddim Chin (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- also marking benefactives, reciprocals and reflexives, possibly relative
clauses in the below examples (A32)-(A34))
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(A32) lopa a ki-kho +khia sa te
grass 3 ki-weed.out:IND already NMLZ
'the grass which had already been weeded out' [Henderson, 1965, p. 97]
(A33) Khaw+ Lei a ki-ci mi khat
PN 3 ki-call:IND man one
,a man called Khaw Lei' [Henderson, 1965, p. 97]
(A34) Khaw+Lei Ui Kai ki-ci hi
PN dog lead ki-call:IND FP
,it is called ,Khaw Lei Leading his Dog' [Henderson, 1965, p. 97]
8.2. Thadou (NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB)
(ki- occurs with reciprocals, verbalization, and passives)
"Neuter Base is formed by prefixing ki- to the basic verb roots or nouns [... ]. These can
be called passive and reciprocal." (Krishan, 1980, p. 62)
(A35) thAt 'kill' ki-thAt'be killed'
dop 'to lift' ki-dop 'be lifted'
tAn 'to cut' ki-tAn 'be cut'
(Thadou; NK-C; Mizo-Kuki-Chin; Central TB) [Krishan, 1980, p. 62]
9. COPULA
9.1. Tshangla (Tshangla-Takpa; East Bodic; Western TB)
(no other data on velar prefixes)
"[... ] copular clauses built on gila nonnally encode identity and set membership, but may
also encode description, possession, location, and existence when special emphasis is
being added." (Andvik, 2003, p. 448)
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(A36) ja-ga dung Wamrang gila
1s-Locvillage PN COP
'my village is Wamrong'
(Tshangla; WTB) [Andvik, 2003, p. 448]
(A37) unyu ta zhimpu gila
DEM food sweet cOP
'this food is delicious!'
(Tshangla; WTB) [Andvik, 2003, p. 448]
(A38) am taka sha tsang-me gi-du?
now bull meat sell-INF COP-SUB
'how about selling meat?'
(Tshangla; WTB) [Andvik, 2003, p. 448]
(A39) tapda-gi khe-wa gisa
gun-AGT strike-NMLz cOP
'(he) may have been shot'
(Tshangla; WTB) [Andvik, 2003, p. 448]
(A40) nangka shek-pa(-ga) sanga-ba shadar phi-nyicha
inside arrive-NMLz(-LOC) person-PL shout dO-NF
'the people who had arrived inside were shouting'
(Tshangla; WTB) [Andvik, 2003, p. 450]
10. TENSE/ASPECT
giwala
cOP cOP
10.1. Cogtse dialect of rGyalrong (Qiangic; Northeastern / Qiang TB)
(velar prefix k:J- derives adjectival modifiers, occurs on numbers one through
seven and nine; velar prefix ka- marks non-final verbs obligatorily, and final verbs
optionally)
ke-PFT
ke-IPF
'remote past'
'remote future'
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(A41a) 1)a pya-1) ko (b) 1)a ke-pya-1) ko
lSG take-lsG AUX:S lSG TSF-take-1sG AUX:S
'I am going to take (it)' 'I will take (it)'
(rGyalrong Cogtse; Qiangic; Northeastern I Qiang TB) (Nagano, 1987, p. 28]
(A42a) 1)a n~-pya-1) ko (b) 1)a ke-n~-pya-1) ko
lsG PF-take-1sG AUX:S lsG TSF-PF-take-1sG AUX;S
'I have taken (it).' 'I took/had taken (it)'
(rGyalrong Cogtse; Qiangic; Northeastern I Qiang TB) (Nagano, 1987, p. 28]
10.2. Classical Tibetan
In Classical Tibetan, there is a g- prefix marking future tense (DeLancey, 2003a, p. 261;
Hahn, 1979, p. 194), which could be related to *gV-.
+ABL
ABS
ABST
ACC
ADJ
ADV
AFTER
AGR
AGT
AP
APT
ASSOC
ATTR
AUX
BEN
CAUS
CL.FIN
CLF
CNTR
COMPL.EVNT
CON
COP
CVB.ST
DDET
DEF
DEM
DIM
DIR
APPENDIXB
ABBREVIAnONS
Abbreviations Used in Glosses
Additional function/sense (in portmanteau-morphemes
Morpheme boundary
(Former) morpheme boundary between lexicalized combinations
Used in gloss if more words are needed for translation
Ablative
Absolutive
Abstract
Accusative
Adjective
Adverb
After V-ing
Agreement (Lamkang)
Agentive (Lamkang)
Active Participle (Kiranti)
Actual Present
Associative
Attributive
Auxiliary
Benefactive
Causative
Clause Final (Mro)
Classifier
Contrastive
Completive: Event (Lamkang)
Continuative Aspect
Copula
Converb: State (Lamkang)
Distance Determiner
Definite
Demonstrative
Diminutive
Directional
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DIST
DL
DLMT
EMPH
ERG
EX
EXCL
EXCESS
FP
FOC
FUT
G
GEN
GNM
GOAL
HAB
HON
IMP
INCL
IND
INDEF
IPF
INST
INTENT
INTR
IRR
LOC
M
MID
N
NEG
NEUT
NF
NOM
NMLZ
NPT
NS
OPT
P
PART
PAST
PDET
PERF
PF
Distal
Dual
Delimitative
Emphasis
Ergative
Exclusive
Exclusive
V to Excess (Lamkang)
Final Particle (Tiddim Chin)
Focus
Future
General
Genitive
Gnomic (Lamkang)
Primary Object Marker and Preposition (Karbi)
Habitual
Honorific
Imperative
Inclusive
Indicative
Indefinite
Imperfective
Instrumental
Intentional
Interrogative
Irrealis
Locative
Masculine
Middle
Neuter
Negation
Neutral Tense-Aspect Suffix
Non-Final
Nominative
Nominalizer
Non-Preterite (Kiranti)
Non-Singular
Optative
Patient
Particle
Past Tense
Proximate Determiner
Perfective
Perfect
PFV Perfective
PFT Perfective
PI Plural inclusive
PL Plural
PN Proper name
POL Polite
pass Possessive
PP Postposition
PREF Prefix
PROG Progressive
PT Preterite
Q Interrogative/Question
RCM Relative Clause Marker
RCPR Reciprocity Marker
RDPL Reduplication
RE Reason Complementizer (Tenyidie)
REFL Reflexive
S Single Argument in an Intransitive Clause
S Subject of an Intransitive or Reflexive Verb (Dumi)
sa Singular
SI Shared Information
SUBJ Subject Marker
SVC Serial Verb Construction
TOP Topic
TSF Tensifier (Cogtse rGyalrong)
U Undergoer
v Verb
VM Verbal Marker
VN Verbal Noun
VNC Verbal Noun, Action (Dimasa)
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Abbreviations Used in Text
AdvC
CC
CTB
IP
N
NEI
NETB
NK-C
NP
PTB
RC
SETB
SK-C
TAME
TB
WTB
Adverbial Clause
Complement Clause
Central Tibeto-Burman
Jinghpaw
Noun
North East India
Northeastern Tibeto-Burman
Northern Kuki-Chin
Noun Phrase
Proto-Tibeto-Burman
Relative Clause
Southeastern Tibeto-Burrnan
Southern Kuki-Chin
Tense, Aspect, Mood, Evidentiality
Tibeto-Burman
Western Tibeto-Burman
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